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Abstract
The potential of nuclear fusion to provide a practically inexhaustible source of energy has
motivated scientists to work towards developing nuclear fusion tokamak power plants. Stable
operation of a tokamak at high performance requires simultaneous treatment of several
plasma control problems. Moreover, the complex physics which governs the tokamak plasma
evolution must be studied and understood to make correct choices in controller design. This
mutual inter-dependence has informed this thesis, using control solutions as an experimental
tool for physics studies, and using physics knowledge for developing new advanced control
solutions.
The TCV tokamak at SPC-EPFL is ideally placed to explore issues at the interface between
plasma physics and plasma control, by combining a state-of-the-art digital real time control
system with a ﬂexible and diverse set of actuators including a full set of independently pow-
ered shaping coils. The recent deployment of the real time version of the Grad-Shafranov
equilibrium reconstruction code LIUQE, with a sub-ms cycle time in the digital control system,
has facilitated the design of a new generalised plasma position and shape controller, based on
the information on poloidal ﬂux and magnetic ﬁeld provided by the real-time Grad-Shafranov
solver.
The ﬁrst issue addressed in the thesis is the development and experimental testing of a new
real time control strategy to construct a generalised control algorithm for not only control-
ling the position of the plasma but also to aid in the precise control of higher order shape
moments, X-points and strike points, particularly in advanced plasma conﬁgurations such as
negative-triangularity plasmas, snowﬂake and super-X divertors, and doublets. A controller
formulation ensuring ﬂexibility through an ordering of controlled variables from the most
easily to the least easily controlled, while respecting the hardware limits on the poloidal ﬁeld
coil currents, is developed. The individual control parameters (proportional and integral
gains) have been identiﬁed experimentally, providing good control of the plasma position
without exciting instabilities, particularly the vertical instability. The successful experimental
implementation of the control algorithm has been demonstrated for both ﬁxed and time
varying plasma position and shape for limiter and divertor plasma discharges. In addition, the
controller has provided satisfactory performance with respect to plasma scenarios involving
complex changes in the plasma shape and position. The control design exhibits an improved
performance with respect to the control of the plasma position and shape in comparison to
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the legacy TCV hybrid controller.
The second issue addressed in the thesis is the application of the generalised plasma position
and shape controller to a snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration. An experimental identiﬁcation of
the number of actively controlled variables and individual weights with respect to meaningful
plasma quantities was performed providing reliable control of snowﬂake equilibria with
closely spaced X-points (i.e., the ‘exact’ snowﬂake). A comparison of the geometrical snowﬂake
parameters σ and θ from the real equilibrium reconstruction with the programmed references
shows a ﬁnite error in σ at steady state and an oscillatory behaviour in θ. A comparison
between the optimised generalised plasmaposition and shape controllerwith the performance
of the TCVhybrid controller for a given reference snowﬂake plasmadischarge showed amarked
improvement in various geometrical properties of the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration, such as
the σ parameter, the connection length and the ﬂux expansion in the vicinity of the null point.
However, strong control of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points resulted in a tradeoff
on the upper part of the plasma boundary, where the overall precision was comparable to that
of the legacy controller. In the experimental time available, the snowﬂake shots developed
exhibited a boundary that was too close to the inner wall of the vessel, modifying the edge
plasma behaviour (studied with infrared cameras and Langmuir probes) and making it difﬁcult
to study the physics properties of the exact snowﬂake. However, further optimisation should
well be possible.
The generalised plasma position and shape controller, with its unique ﬂexibility and ability
to limit the controlled variables to the set that is most easily controlled, while respecting
the hardware limits on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents, promises to play a crucial role in
the development of advanced plasma conﬁgurations on the TCV tokamak. The property of
providing simultaneous control not only of the plasma position and shape but also of the
strike points, ﬂux expansion and X-points for advanced plasma conﬁgurations is expected to
be instrumental in achieving high plasma performance in future TCV campaigns.
Key words: Plasma physics, nuclear fusion, tokamak, TCV, plasma control, digital control
system, plasma shape control, snowﬂake divertor, real time equilibrium reconstruction.
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Résumé
La perspective grâce à la fusion nucléaire d’une source d’énergie pratiquement inépuisable a
poussé les scientiﬁques à développer des centrales de fusion nucléaire appelées tokamaks.
L’opération stable et à haute performance d’un tokamak nécessite la résolution simultanée de
plusieurs problèmes liés au contrôle du plasma. De plus, l’évolution du plasma est gouvernée
par une physique complexe qui doit etre etudiée aﬁn de faire les bons choix au moment de la
conception des controleurs. Cette inter-dépendence a motivé cette thèse où les techniques de
contrôle sont utilisées lors d’expériences pour des études de physique et où les connaissances
des processus physiques est utilisée pour l’élaboration de techniques de contrôle nouvelles et
avancées.
Le Tokamak à Conﬁguration Variable (TCV) au SPC de l’EPFL est l’endroit idéal pour réaliser
des études à l’interface entre physique des plamas et contrôle du plasma puisqu’il combine
un système de contrôle digital en temps réel dernier cri avec un ensemble d’actuateurs divers
incluant une alimentation indépendante pour chacune des bobines poloïdales qui donnent sa
forme au plasma. La mise en service récente de la version temps réel du code de reconstruction
d’équilibre de Grad-Shafranov LIUQE, qui atteint un temps d’exécution sous la milliseconde
dans le système de contrôle digital, a permis la conception d’un nouveau contrôleur généralisé
pour la position et la forme du plasma, qui utilise le ﬂux poloïdal et le champ magnétique
fournis par le solveur de Grad-Shafranov en temps réel.
La première question traitée dans cette thèse est celle du développement et du test lors
d’expériences d’une stratégie nouvelle pour la mise en place d’un algorithme de contrôle
généralisé qui permette non seulement le contrôle de la position du plasma mais également
un contrôle précis des moments d’ordres supérieurs de la forme du plasma, des points X et
des points de contacts, en particulier pour des conﬁgurations avancées telle que des plasmas
à triangularité négative, avec divergeur “snowﬂake” (ﬂocon de neige) ou super-X, ainsi que
des doublets. Une formulation du contrôleur est développée assurant la ﬂexibilité gràce à
un ordering des variables contrôlées selon la simplicité de leur contrôle tout en respectant
les limites matérielles imposées en termes de courants dans les bobines poloïdales. Les
paramètres de contrôle ont pu être déterminés experimentalement et fournissent un bon
contrôle de la position du plasma tout en évitant les instabilités telle que l’instabilité verticale.
La mise en œuvre de l’algorithme de contrôle a été démontrée avec succès lors d’expériences
où la position et la forme du plasma étaient ﬁxes ou variaient au cours du temps et pour des
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plasmas en conﬁguration limitée ou divergée. De plus le contrôleur amontré des performances
satisfaisantes lorsque les scénarios comportaient des changements complexes pour la forme et
la position. Cette performance était supérieure au contrôleur standard utilisé dans le systême
de contrôle hybride de TCV.
La seconde question traitée est celle de l’application du contrôleur generalisé de la position
et de la forme du plasma à une conﬁguration avec un divergeur “snowﬂake”. La détermi-
nation expérimentale des paramètres du controleur a été réalisée permettant un contrôle
ﬁable d’équilibres snowﬂake où les points X sont très proches (i.e. le snowﬂake “exact”). Une
comparaison des paramètres géométriques σ et θ, qui caractérisent les équilibres snowﬂake,
entre l’équilibre reconstruit après l’expérience et celui programmé comme référence montre
une erreur non-nulle à l’équilibre pour σ et une oscillation de θ. Une comparaison des perfor-
mances respectives du contrôleur generalisé de la position et de la forme après optimisation
et du controleur hybride de TCV, pour une même conﬁguration de référence avec un divergeur
snowﬂake, a montré une amélioration signiﬁcative pour plusieurs paramètres typiques des
conﬁgurations avec snowﬂake, tel que le paramètre σ, la longueur de connection et l’expan-
sion de ﬂux au voisinage du point nul. Cependant un contrôle renforcé du champ magnétique
poloïdal aux deux points X a provoqué une dégradation du contrôle de la partie supérieure de
la frontière du plasma où la précision était comparable à celle du contrôleur original. Compte
tenu du temps expérimental disponible, la frontière du plasma pour les tirs snowﬂake obtenus
était trop proche du mur intérieur de la chambre, modiﬁant le comportement du plasma
de bord (étudié grâce aux caméras infra-rouge et aux sondes de Langmuir) et rendant plus
difﬁcile l’étude des propriétés physiques du snowﬂake exact. Cependant une optimisation
ultérieure peut être envisagée.
Le contrôleur generalisé de la position et de la forme du plasma, avec sa ﬂexibilité unique
en son genre et sa capacité à restreindre les quantités controlées aux plus facilement contrô-
lables tout en respectant les limites matérielles en courant pour les bobines magnétiques du
champ poloïdal, pourra jouer un rôle important dans le développement de scénarios utilisant
des conﬁgurations plasma avancées sur TCV. Le fait de fournir un contrôle simultané non
seulement de la position et de la forme du plasma mais également des points de contact, de
l’expansion de ﬂux et des points X pour les conﬁgurations plasma avancées sera une pièce
maîtresse pour obtenir des décharges à haute performance lors des futures campagnes de
TCV.
Mots clefs : Physique des plasmas, fusion nucléaire, tokamak, TCV, contrôle duplasma, système
de contrôle digital, forme du plasma, divergeur snowﬂake, reconstruction de l’équilibre en
temps réel.
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1 Introduction
Nuclear fusion is the most basic energy production mechanism in the universe. This funda-
mental process holds the key for meeting the growing needs of humanity. A safe, non-polluting
and abundant source of energy would propel mankind beyond the fossil-fuelled spark of the
industrial revolution and provide perspective for human development thousands or millions
of years into the future.
Initially, accomplishing controlled nuclear fusion was believed to be within the grasp. How-
ever, the early estimates were overly propitious, and with the subsequent discovery of new
instabilities and transport mechanisms limiting the fusion performance of experimental de-
vices, a deﬁnitive solution has not been found to this date. Arguably, the most promising
approach today is represented by the tokamak, a magnetic conﬁnement conﬁguration which
so far retains the world record in fusion power production.
1.1 Thermonuclear fusion plasmas
1.1.1 The fourth state of matter
Plasmas are known as the fourth state of matter. In the other three states, solid, liquid, and
gaseous, each atom is electrically neutral, with a positively charged nucleus surrounded by
negatively charged electrons. The ﬁrst requirement for nuclear fusion reactions to occur is
that the nuclei must be free to encounter other nuclei, thus they must be stripped of their
electrons. This occurs naturally when a ‘gas’ temperature is raised beyond the limit where
ionisation takes place: atomic collisions can then cause electrons to become detached from
the nuclei, and these free electrons then cause an avalanche, ionizing the majority of atoms.
This transition generally occurs within a small temperature range (around 10,000 K for many
gases), and can therefore be approximately described as a phase transition into the plasma
state. In this state, ions come sufﬁciently close to each other that they tunnel through the
Coulomb potential barrier into the region where the strong nuclear force dominates, and two
ions fuse. The probability that fusion reactions occur depends on the ion temperature and is
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only signiﬁcant in excess of 1 keV, or approximately 10 million degrees Kelvin. Moreover, it
is also necessary to conﬁne the plasma for a long enough time that more energy is released
through fusion reactions than is used for heating. Due to the charged nature of the particles
in the plasma, they are inﬂuenced by the external electromagnetic ﬁelds. The dynamics of
the charged particles is governed by the Lorentz force, F= q(E+v×B) where q is the particle’s
charge, v is the particle’s velocity and E, B are the electric and magnetic ﬁelds, respectively. As
a result of the Lorentz force, charged particles tend to follow orbits around magnetic ﬁelds
lines, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 – Magnetic conﬁnement of the charged particles by magnetic ﬁeld.
1.1.2 Conditions for fusion reactions and plasma conﬁnement
The aim of a fusion reactor device is net energy production; in other words a useful reactor
must produce more power from the reaction than the power required for heating the plasma
and operating the machine. A plasma must simultaneously be sufﬁciently dense and at the
optimum temperature where the fusion probability, or cross-section, between the fusion
reactants is maximal. The reaction between Deuterium (21D) and Tritium (
3
1T), two isotopes of
Hydrogen with one proton and 1 and 2 neutrons, respectively, has the largest cross-section:
2
1D+ 31T−> 42He (3.5 MeV)+ 31n (14.1 MeV) (1.1)
For net positive energy generation, a large fusion reaction rate alone is not a sufﬁcient con-
dition: the energy must be conﬁned for a sufﬁciently long time that the power required to
maintain the plasma at the required temperature remains less than the fusion power. This
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is expressed by the energy conﬁnement time (τE ) deﬁned as the ratio between plasma total
energy and power losses. The ignition condition is the extreme limit, where no input power is
needed because a recycled fraction of the fusion power is sufﬁcient to maintain the plasma in
the burning regime; this is deﬁned by the Lawson criterion:
nTτE ≥ 3×1021 m−3keVs. (1.2)
where n is the density and T is the temperature of the plasma. For D-T fusion reactions,
T = 25 keV reciprocates to a minimum required nτE > 1.7×1020 m−3s. Therefore, efforts have
focused on obtaining a value as high as possible for this product.
Two alternative approaches have been developed in mainstream fusion research. The ﬁrst
seeks an extremely large density (of the order of 1031 m−3) with a very short energy conﬁne-
ment time (between 10 and 100 ps), and is referred to as inertial conﬁnement. The other aims
for smaller densities (of the order of 1020 m−3, much lower than air density) and longer energy
conﬁnement time (of the order of 1 s) and is called magnetic conﬁnement.
1.2 The tokamak device
1.2.1 Magnetic ﬁeld and coil systems
The tokamak concept invented in the Soviet Union in the late 1950s is now the major and most
promising magnetic conﬁnement approach being pursued around the world. Tokamak is an
acronym developed from the Russian words TOroidalnaya KAmera ee MAgnitaya Katushka
which means “toroidal chamber with magnetic coils”. As the name suggests, it is a magnetic
conﬁnement device with toroidal geometry. Figure 1.2 shows the schematic of the magnetic
ﬁeld and the current conﬁguration in the tokamak. The main magnetic ﬁeld in a tokamak
is produced in the toroidal direction (around the torus) and is generated by a set of toroidal
ﬁeld coils (placed in the poloidal plane, i.e. plane perpendicular to the toroidal direction).
A toroidal ﬁeld in itself is insufﬁcient to conﬁne the plasma, as it leads to drifts caused by
the magnetic ﬁeld gradients and curvature in opposite directions for the oppositely charged
species, leading to charge separation and ultimately loss of the plasma. An additional poloidal
magnetic ﬁeld, typically 10 times weaker than the toroidal one, must be generated by a toroidal
current ﬂowing inside the plasma itself. The combined ﬁeld generates twisted magnetic ﬁeld
lines around the tokamak to form a helical structure. In addition to the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld
generated by the plasma, an additional component of poloidal magnetic ﬁeld is generated by
the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld coils. The resultant of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld is used to control
the plasma vertical and horizontal position in the poloidal plane, as well as to deﬁne the shape
of the plasma.
The plasma current is driven inductively using the Ohmic coil (also referred to as the primary
transformer coil, or Central Solenoid (CS), Figure 1.2). The plasma acts as the secondary
circuit of a transformer and the Ohmic coil as primary, and the plasma current is directly
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proportional to the Ohmic coil current ramp rate. However, the Ohmic coil current cannot be
ramped indeﬁnitely, hence the time during which plasma current can be inductively sustained
is limited by the ﬂux swing, i.e., the integral of inductive voltage over time provided by the
Ohmic coil. To achieve or approach steady state operation, the plasma current must be
driven by non-inductive alternatives. Bootstrap current generated by the plasma current itself
provides a part of the non inductive current and the rest is supplied by the auxiliary current
drive injection system.
Figure 1.2 – Illustration of the tokamak concept.
1.2.2 Auxiliary heating and current drive systems
The resistivity of the plasma scales as η≈ T−3/2e , where Te is the electron temperature. This
implies that plasmas become less resistive as their temperature is increased, and as a result
for temperatures above ≈ 1 keV Ohmic power becomes highly ineffective. Auxiliary heating
systems have therefore been developed to heat plasmas beyond this limit, as well as to inject
additional current.
• Neutral Beam Injectors (NBI) inject neutral atoms into the plasma, which are unaffected
by the magnetic ﬁeld, until they are ionized due to collisions with plasma particles,
whereby they impart their kinetic energy to the plasma. One of their main disadvan-
tages is the size and complexity of the injectors, as well as the difﬁculty to control the
location in which the heat and current are deposited. NBIs also inject angular momen-
tum, causing the plasma to rotate macroscopically which can have important physical
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consequences.
• Ion Cyclotron Heating and Current Drive (ICRH/ICCD) utilises a high-intensity beam of
electromagnetic radiation with a frequency of 20 to 80MHz. A generator, transmission
lines and an antenna are necessary for ion cyclotron heating. A generator produces high-
power radio frequency waves that are carried along a transmission line to an antenna
located in the vacuum vessel, sending the waves into the plasma.
• Lower Hybrid heating and Current Drive (LHCD) is a method of plasma heating, relying
on resonant coupling to a wave in the plasma. The wave is in the microwave range and
imparts toroidal momentum directly to the electrons, driving the plasma current.
• Electron Cyclotron Heating and Current Drive (ECRH/ECCD) utilises RF waves of fre-
quencies in the 100GHz range that resonate with the electron cyclotron motion around
the ﬁeld lines, heating the electrons and driving bulk current. Furthermore, due to its
short wavelength, steering/focusing mirrors can be used to precisely direct the location
of absorption and driven current in the desired location inside the plasma. This allows
great operational ﬂexibility, which has motivated the installation of ECRH systems on
many tokamaks around the world.
1.3 Control problems in tokamaks
Experimental fusion technology has reached a point where experimental devices are able
to produce about as much energy as is spent in heating the plasma. The immediate next
step in this roadmap is the construction and operation of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER). The ITER tokamak, an international 10 billion euros project that
includes the European Union(+ Switzerland), the People’s Republic of China, the Republic
of Korea, the Russian Federation, Japan, India and the United States, will demonstrate the
physics understanding and several key technologies necessary to maintain burning plasmas.
The planned ITER device will be capable of exploring advanced tokamak (AT) modes of op-
eration, among others, characterised by high plasma pressure, long conﬁnement times, and
low levels of inductively driven plasma current, which allows long-pulse operation. These
advanced modes rely heavily on active control strategies to develop and maintain high per-
formance plasmas with sufﬁcient density, temperature, and conﬁnement to sustain a self-
sustaining fusion reaction for long durations. Tokamaks are high order, distributed parameter,
nonlinear systems with a large number of instabilities, so there are many extremely challeng-
ing mathematical modelling and control problems that need to be solved; this is especially
true for a fusion power reactor. Virtually all existing tokamaks feature active control over the
plasma position, current and, density (Ariola and Pironti, 2008). They deﬁne macroscopic
characteristics of the plasma, each of which must lie within given ranges in order for the
plasma to exist at all. The tokamak control problems can be separated into two major classes:
• Electromagnetic control refers to controlling the magnetic and electric ﬁelds, which
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maintain or change the plasma position, shape and current.
• Plasma kinetic control refers to controlling particle feed rates and heating to modify the
plasma density, temperature, pressure, and current density.
1.3.1 Control of bulk plasma quantities
Vertical control poses the most stringent requirements on the coil characteristics in terms
of dynamic response and maximum current. Additionally, the vertical position is unstable
for plasmas that are vertically elongated , and without active feedback control (Lazarus et al.,
1990b) an elongated plasma would be lost vertically. In general, radial and vertical position
control is achieved by a linear combination of poloidal ﬁeld coils generating a magnetic ﬁeld
which creates a net force on the plasma in the required direction to maintain the plasma at
a given reference location. The plasma current is proportional to the Ohmic coil ramp rate
which governs the inductive voltage. It is controlled by a feedback loop which adjusts the
Ohmic current ramp rate based on the error between the measured plasma current and its
reference value. The plasma density is controlled by adjusting the aperture of gas valves or
the timing of pellet injection system. All the above control problems are considered solved
and constitute a basic requirement for tokamak operation. They are typically implemented as
PID (Proportional, Integral, Derivative) controllers where the actuator command is a linear
combination of the error signal, its integral and its derivative.
A circuit model is used in (Jardin and Larrabee, 1982) to analyse a feedback system consisting
of a single passive coil and an active feedback coil. It is proved that proportional feedback of
the plasma vertical position can stabilize the system, provided that the shielding effect of the
passive coil, measured by the mutual inductance, is sufﬁciently small. However, this result is
not quantitatively extendable to a massive structure of passive conductors.
The circuit model has also been used to design sophisticated controllers for plasma vertical
stabilization. In (Moriyama et al., 1985) a modiﬁed linear-quadratic (LQ) approach, which
accounts for the time delay of the power supply, enlarges the stability region with respect to
the standard PD controllers. In (Al-Husari et al., 1991) an H∞ approach is used to design a
vertical controller with low sensitivity to changes in the operating point. A low-order controller
is also designed in (Al-Husari et al., 1991) using a reduced-order plant model obtained from
balanced truncation. In (Gossner et al., 1999), a predictive control algorithm is implemented
on the COMPASS-D tokamak. This algorithm stabilizes the plasma using only ﬂux sensors
external to the vacuum vessel, as opposed to a standard PD controller, which uses mode
estimates based at least partially on magnetic ﬁeld sensors internal to the vacuum system. In
(Lennholm et al., 1998) a derivative controller is used to stabilize the plasma vertical velocity.
The derivative gain is adaptively changed with the growth time of the unstable mode: the
variations of the growth time are detected by measuring the frequency of the plasma vertical
oscillations around the equilibrium.
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In (Albanese et al., 1989) a linearised, non-rigid model of the plasma vertical displacements is
presented. The resulting numerical model, which is more accurate than the ﬁlament models,
can be used for open-loop analysis and for designing stabilizing controllers. Furthermore,
this model addresses the problem of optimal sensor location for designing active stabilization
systems for highly elongated plasmas (Ward and Hofmann, 1994). A modiﬁcation of the
linearisation procedure illustrated in (Ward and Hofmann, 1994) is proposed in (Humphreys
and Hutchinson, 1993) to include the effect of the vessel on plasma stability. This model is
obtained by approximating the plasma response to currents in the vacuum vessel in terms of
equivalent poloidal ﬁeld coil currents. The linearised perturbed equilibrium plasma response
model is used for designing a vertical stabilization controller based on full-state-feedback
pole placement combined with an observer that uses ﬂux and ﬁeld measurements and their
calculated time derivatives.
To simplify plasma motion control, early tokamaks used sets of poloidal ﬁeld coils symmetri-
cally placed with respect to the tokamak equatorial plane to guarantee mutually independent
vertical and horizontal movement of the plasma. The problem is then separated into two
orthogonal parts:
• horizontal position and current control by means of up–down symmetric currents;
• vertical position control by means of up–down anti-symmetric currents.
Initially, research efforts concentrated on the radial position control of circular, vertically
stable tokamak plasmas.
Coupling between the plasma radial position and current control systems depends on the
active poloidal coil system. In traditional tokamak designs, a decoupled system of poloidal
windings is used. This system consists of an ohmic heating (OH) winding, the central solenoid,
that controls the ohmic magnetic ﬂux and thus the plasma current, as well as a vertical ﬁeld
(VF) circuit that controls the plasma major radius. For these tokamaks, the simplest controller
structure consists of two separate SISO controllers. For more complex systems, or when high
performance is required, MIMO decoupling controllers are needed. An LQ optimal controller
for plasma radial position and current in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor of the Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratory during the ﬂat-top phase is proposed. This controller computes
the voltages of the OH and vertical ﬁeld coils as a linear combination of eight measurements,
namely, plasma radius and current, active coil currents, and their derivatives. In (Firestone,
1982) this approach is extended to include the start-up phase in which the plasma shape
expands and the plasma current increases so that the resulting model is time varying.
1.3.2 Plasma shape and strike point control
Although the plasma facing components are designed to withstand high heat ﬂuxes, contact
with the plasma is always a major concern in tokamak operation and, therefore, adequate
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plasma-wall clearance must be guaranteed. Thus, besides the mandatory feedback control of
the bulk quantities, it is also desirable to control the position of the Last Closed Flux Surface
(LCFS), i.e. the location of the plasma boundary in the poloidal plane. Moreover, controlling
the shape also provides efﬁcient coupling with auxiliary heating system antennas close to the
plasma (ICRF,LH). The shape of the plasma also has an effect on the conﬁnement of energy
and particles and can be optimised to achieve better performance (Moret et al., 1997). Finally,
to avoid power deposition in locations where they can do damage, the strike points in diverted
plasmas should be controlled to be at the correct location with respect to the divertor target
plates.
In the next-generation tokamak, the plasma–wall distance must be carefully controlled during
the main part of the experiment with an accuracy of a few centimetres. When high perfor-
mance is required, the strong output coupling calls for a model-based MIMO approach to
obtain adequate closed-loop performance. There are few examples ofmultivariable controllers
used for shape control. In (Walker et al., 1999) normalized coprime factorization is used to
control the shape of the DIII-D plasma. In (Ambrosino et al., 1998; Ariola et al., 1999) the
authors propose a controller designed using the H∞ technique, which has been used during
normal tokamak operation to control simultaneously the plasma current, vertical position
and some geometrical parameters.
In (Ariola and Pironti, 2005) the authors describe the features of the new controller proposed
for the JET tokamak, which has been called eXtreme Shape Controller (XSC). This new con-
troller is the ﬁrst example of a multivariable tokamak controller that allows one to control
with high accuracy the overall plasma boundary, speciﬁed in terms of a certain number of
gaps. The XSC, which has recently been implemented at JET, is able to operate with extremely
shaped plasmas, i.e., plasmas with high elongation.
Strike point sweeping is the movement of the plasma strike points, in the lower region of
the vessel, at a prescribed frequency, with the aim of avoiding excessive heat in that region.
During sweeping, the plasma boundary should ideally be maintained ﬁxed and therefore the
movement should occur only in the strike point region. In (Ambrosino et al., 2008) the control
schemes that have been proposed for the JET tokamak to perform sweeping are described and
some experimental results are presented.
1.3.3 MHD instablity control
In order to optimise the plasma performance, MHD modes described by the Magneto-
hydrodynamic equations (Goedbloed and Poedts, 2004), (Freidberg, 1987) have to be con-
trolled. The MHD modes relevant in tokamaks are as follows:
• Resistive wall Modes (RWM) appear as a helical deformation in high-β plasmas, peaked
near the edge, due to resistive MHD and wall effects, and limit the maximum achievable
pressure in high - βN plasmas. Active non-axisymmetric coils close to the LCFS have
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been used to control the RWM (Chu and Okabayashi, 2010).
• Edge localised modes (ELMs) are an exclusive feature of H-mode plasmas wherein the
edge pressure gradients suddenly collapse causing a loss of part of the plasma energy
and its deposition on the plasma facing components. Progress has been obtained in
accessing ELM-free H-mode regimes, where the ELMs are entirely suppressed and
replaced by more continuous channels for energy ﬂow through the LCFS (Evans et al.,
2005), (Suttrop et al., 2011).
• Neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) cause the nested ﬂux surfaces to reconnect and
form regions of magnetic islands. They may also cause a global plasma disruption in
which the entire plasma current drops to zero in a short time, resulting in high thermal
and mechanical stresses on machine components. NTMs can be reduced in size and
even completely suppressed by sufﬁcient amounts of localised ECCD (Sauter et al.,
1997).
• Sawtooth oscillations are periodic, sudden relaxations (‘crashes’) of the core plasma
pressure, and serve as destabilizing trigger for NTMs which in turn degrade conﬁnement.
If they cannot be avoided, they must be controlled to avoid their coupling to NTMs,
either by reducing the magnitude of the crash event or by taking appropriate action to
prevent a large crash from triggering a tearing mode (Sauter et al., 2002).
1.3.4 Plasma proﬁle control
The plasma current and density proﬁle control problem can be split into the problem of
deﬁning the trajectory which the proﬁles should follow during their transient evolution to-
wards/from their stationary state, and the question of how to maintain the desired proﬁles over
time during the ﬂat-top. An essential quantities governing the plasma stability and transport
is the rotational transform i (or its reciprocal, the safety factor transform q).
i = 1
q
= dψ
dφ
(1.3)
where,ψ is the poloidal magnetic ﬂux, and φ the toroidal magnetic ﬂux. Proﬁle control plays a
fundamental role especially in so called advanced tokamak scenarios, where the q proﬁle is
actively tailored to a desired shape that has a positive inﬂuence on the plasma conﬁnement.
1.3.5 Disruption prediction and avoidance
Disruptions must be avoided as they can cause thermal and mechanical stresses on tokamak
components. Though multiple reasons for disruptions can be identiﬁed (de Vries et al.,
2011), most of them are attributed to the plasma approaching a fundamental physical limit,
beyond which some instability grows in an uncontrolled way. Monitoring the plasma state for
proximity to known physical limits can provide early warning of approaching disruptions.
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1.4 Motivation for the thesis
In the context of magnetic conﬁnement fusion, the term pedestal refers to a global increase of
a proﬁle (such as the pressure), caused by the formation of a relatively narrow edge plasma
region with signiﬁcantly enhanced proﬁle gradients, associated with an edge transport barrier,
characteristic of the H-mode. [1] When transiting from the L-mode to the H-mode, the
appearance of the pedestal often leaves the proﬁle gradients in the core region intact (due to
proﬁle consistency) whereas the edge gradients increase sharply. Thus, it appears as if the
core proﬁles are merely shifted upward (as if put upon a pedestal), hence the terminology.
Physically, the edge region is complex as it is bounded by the separatrix signalling the transition
from the conﬁned plasma with closed ﬁeld lines to the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL) with open ﬁeld
lines; transport ﬂuxes are large there; and the interaction with the wall (atomic and molecular
physics) is important. As a consequence, the understanding of this region, and therefore
of the pedestal, is still imperfect. Many attempts have been made to derive scaling laws of
phenomenological pedestal parameters (such as its width and height), with limited success.
[2] [3]
The thesis aims to combine physics and control in its application to tokamaks. The shape of a
plasma in a tokamak device depends on the geometry of the vacuum vessel (VV) and of the
external poloidal magnetic ﬁeld produced by the poiloidal ﬁeld (PF) coils. The performance
of a reactor depends strongly on the plasma shape. For example, the maximum value of β,
the ratio between the kinetic and magnetic pressures, depends on the plasma elongation
(Troyon et al., 1984)(ratio between the height and the width of the plasma). The value of β
is an indicator of the efﬁciency of the magnetic conﬁnement technique. The plasma shape
also strongly inﬂuences the plasma conﬁnement (Moret et al., 1997). In high conﬁnement
(H-mode) plasmas, variation of the plasma shape can increase proﬁles (such as the pressure),
caused by the formation of a relatively narrow edge plasma region with signiﬁcantly enhanced
proﬁle gradients, associated with an edge transport barrier (pedestal) (Leonard et al., 2008)
and relating plasma shaping directly to the conﬁnement time and the pedestal stability. Hence,
the performance and stability of tokamak plasma conﬁgurations depend strongly on the shape
of the plasma cross-section in the poloidal plane. It plays a particularly important role in the
stability of global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modes and in heat and particle transport
(Lao et al., 2001; Camenen et al., 2007). The required plasma boundary shape can generally
be obtained with reasonable accuracy by preprogramming the appropriate currents in the
poloidal ﬁeld coils. However, departures of the plasma parameters from the model values
used in the precalculation, most notably in the plasma current proﬁle, can result in unwanted
shape changes. Real-time control thus becomes necessary when better accuracy is required.
The Tokamak à Conﬁguration Variable (TCV) (Hofmann et al., 1994) was designed to allow ex-
treme shaping versatility, which has given rise to such conﬁgurations as negative triangularity,
elongation> 2.4, snowﬂake divertors and doublets. It provides great ﬂexibility in available actu-
ators, thanks to 16 independently powered PF coils and 7 independently steerable ECH/ECCD
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launchers, with multiple diagnostics having high spatial and temporal resolution. Exploring
unconventional shapes and topologies, in view of possible alternative concepts for a reac-
tor beyond ITER, remains part of the TCV mission. This diversity has recently been further
extended to high order null points with more than two divertor legs such as in the so called
’snowﬂake’ divertor (Piras et al., 2009).
The problem of control of plasma shape in tokamaks can be split into two main parts. Firstly,
the shape must be determined in real time (Hofmann and Tonetti, 1988b); secondly, coil
currents must be adjusted to obtain the required shape (Ferron, 2001). The most complete
evaluation of the plasma shape comes from solving the Grad-Shafranov equation, which
describes the force balance of tokamak equilibrium using magnetic and other measurements
as the boundary conditions. This full reconstruction of the equilibrium has generally been
performed ofﬂine using a computationally intensive ﬁtting algorithm (Lao et al., 1985). A
recently developed real time version of an equilibrium reconstruction code (Moret et al.,
2015) provides an approximate solution to the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium which best ﬁts
the diagnostic measurements so that an equilibrium solution consistent with force balance,
expressed in terms of spatial distributions of the toroidal current density and poloidal ﬂux,
is available in real time for accurate evaluation of the discharge parameters. Hence, ﬂux at
the desired boundary location can be calculated and compared with a reference ﬂux value,
and this ﬂux error is used as a basic feedback quantity for current control loop for the coils
used for shape control. This capability has moved the ﬁeld of plasma boundary control from
feedforward to feedback control mode. Realistic solutions to the plasma force balance can
now be used as inputs to feedback loops.
The TCV tokamak possesses a new digital real-time control system (Paley et al., 2010) which
provides the opportunity to implement a large number of new control algorithms, with ap-
plications both to enhanced physics studies and to the development of general tokamak
control solutions. The successful implementation of a real-time Grad-Shafranov solver on
the digital control system, the extensive digital real-time control system itself, and the ﬂexi-
bility in actuators and diagnostics marks TCV as an ideal platform for the development of a
generalised plasma position and shape controller. In addition to the control of basic plasma
quantities such as the plasma position, the new system can provide a more precise control of
cross-sectional shape, X-points and strike points for advanced plasma conﬁgurations.
1.5 Outline of this dissertation
Chapter 1 has provided an introduction to nuclear fusion, plasma physics and the tokamak
concept, and highlighted some of the main control problems which must simultaneously be
solved during a tokamak discharge.
Chapter 2 will describe the TCV tokamak where all the experimental work reported in this
thesis was carried out. The magnetic coil system, and the main diagnostics and heating
systems will be described, and particular attention will be devoted to the TCV real-time
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control systems, including the new digital control system which has been extensively used to
obtain the experimental results. A necessity for the real-time control of the equilibrium, the
real-time version of the Grad-Shafranov solver with a sub-ms cycle time will also be discussed.
Chapter 3 presents the controller design for the generalised plasma position and shape con-
troller and the implementation for advanced plasma conﬁgurations as well its implementation
with the legacy TCV PID controller. The chapter also reports on the formulation of the lin-
earised plasma model of TCV tokamak which is used to verify the controller performance and
determine the control parameters. The experimental implementation of the control algorithm
on various TCV plasma discharge types is discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 addresses the application of the generalised plasma position and shape controller
to the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration. The investigation of the optimised control parameters
for the controller design for providing control of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the X-points
for a given reference plasma discharge is discussed. The chapter reports on the comparison
of the performance of the generalised plasma position and shape controller with the legacy
TCV hybrid PID controller on the basis of the main geometrical properties for the snowﬂake
plasma conﬁguration.
Chapter 5 summarizes the main results and conclusion of this work.
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This chapter describes the TCV tokamak at SPC/EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland. All the
experimental work presented in this thesis was done on this device. Special attention will be
devoted to the control systems used, as well as providing an overview of the most relevant
diagnostics and actuators.
2.1 Overview
The Tokamak à Conﬁguration Variable (TCV), commissioned in 1992, is an experimental
tokamak characterised by a high degree of operational ﬂexibility (Hofmann et al., 1994). It
is a compact, highly elongated tokamak, capable of producing limited or diverted plasmas
with currents up to 1 MA. The main aim of TCV is to investigate the effects of plasma shape
on tokamak physics and performance. Figure 2.1 shows a cutout view of the magnetic coil
system, consisting of 16 PF coils, 7 coils forming the Ohmic transformer primary, 16 TF coils
as well as two internal (fast) coils placed inside the vessel.
Figure 2.2 represents the TCV poloidal cross-section. The toroidal electric ﬁeld inside the
vacuum vessel is generated by the two OH coil circuits. One circuit powers the coil A1 and the
other powers the coils B, C and D connected in series. 16 independently powered poloidal
ﬁeld coils (E-F) provide the extreme plasma shaping ﬂexibility in TCV. The toroidal ﬁeld in
TCV is created by 16 toroidal ﬁeld coils connected in series. Each coil is connected through
a bus, modelled with the two poloidal ﬁeld coils T1 and T2. T3 represents the return loop
of the connection. All toroidal and poloidal power supplies on TCV are based on thyristor
semiconductors. The rectiﬁers are powered by a motor generator with a nominal power of 220
MVA nominal voltage of 10 kV and electric frequency of 96 ÷ 120 Hz.
The rectiﬁers can be controlled in three different ways:
• Current feedback: The current is controlled by the internal controller. This mode is used
for the control of the toroidal ﬁeld coil current.
• Open loop voltage mode: This is the usual method of driving the poloidal ﬁeld coils.
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Figure 2.1 – Cutout view of TCV showing poloidal and toroidal ﬁeld coils, ohmic coils, vacuum
vessel and nested plasma ﬂux surfaces with magnetic ﬁeld lines.
The plasma control system provides the voltage reference signal for each power supply.
• Hybrid mode: The current is controlled by the internal controller through a current ref-
erence signal but to minimize the controller work a feedforward voltage is also provided.
Due to the relatively slow switching time of the thyristors and the shielding effect of the
vacuum vessel, vertical stabilisation of elongated TCV plasmas is not feasible with the poloidal
ﬁeld coils. Consequently, a fast power supply is used to energize two fast internal coils (G coils)
with a switching frequency of 10 kHz.
TCV also hosts a ﬂexible Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating system (ECH) with high power
current drive capabilities. A total power of 4.5 MW can be injected in the plasma from 9 (now
8) gyrotrons. 6 (now 5) gyrotrons operate at a frequency of 82.7 GHz (ECH-X2), matching the
second electron cyclotron harmonic frequency on the plasma axis, while the other 3 gyrotrons
operate at the third electron cyclotron harmonic frequency 118 GHz (ECH-X3). Figure 2.3
shows the 7 launchers located at the top and on the low ﬁeld side (LFS) of the vacuum vessel
(VV), steerable in real time in both toroidal and poloidal directions. This permits one to heat
the plasmas in different poloidal locations during a discharge. Moreover, current drive by the
14
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Figure 2.2 – Poloidal view of TCV tokamak showing the poloidal ﬁeld coil system and magnetic
diagnostics. Ohmic coils labeled A-D, PF coils labeled E-F. Internal ﬁeld coils G (3 turn each,
shown separately). Positions of magnetic ﬁeld probes (rectangles) and ﬂux loops (×) are also
shown.
ECH-X2 can be changed in real time, due to the ﬂexibility of changing the toroidal direction of
the launchers.
Figure 2.4 shows the schematics of the newly installed neutral beam injector on the TCV
tokamak with the capability of injecting 1 MW of neutral beam power for 2 sec. The neutral
beam injection (NBI) will provide the capability of heating plasmas at relatively high density
and β and to vary the Ti /Te ratio over a wide domain in supplement to the existing electron
heating. The availability of neutral beam heating enables the pursuit of physics investigations
in several areas of MHD modes, heat transport and momentum transport.
The TCV vacuum vessel is covered by graphite tiles, thus the main impurity in TCV plasmas is
carbon. Every time the TCV vacuum vessel is exposed to air, a baking procedure is executed
15
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Figure 2.3 – Poloidal view of the TCV tokamak showing the PF coils and the toroidal ﬁeld coil,
as well as low-ﬁeld-side launched X2 and top-launched X3 ECRH/ECCD systems. The steering
ranges in the poloidal plane are also shown. In addition to the movement in the poloidal plane,
the X2 launchers can be rotated toroidally to allow ECCD.
Figure 2.4 – Schematic view of TCV and neutral beam injector.
to remove impurities (e.g. O2, N2, Ar ) accumulated in the wall, followed by boronisation.
Between plasma shots, the ﬁrst wall is cleaned by a Helium glow discharge. The main TCV
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plasma parameters are listed respectively in Table 2.1
Parameter Value
Major Radius 0.88 m
Minor radius 0.25 m
Maximum plasma height 1.45 m
Maximum toroidal ﬁeld 1.54 T
Plasma current achieved Ip ≤ 1 MA
Elongation achieved 0.9 ≤ κ ≤ 2.8
Triangularity achieved -0.8 ≤ δ ≤ 1
Typical/ Max shot duration 2s/4s
Inter shot delay > 400s
Energy conﬁnement time < 50ms for H-modes
Current redistribution time ≈ 150ms for heated plasmas
Central electron temperature Te0 < 15 keV (EC heated)
Central ion temperature Ti0 < 1 keV
Density range 0.5E+19 ≤ κ ≤ 20E+19
PF coils 8+8, copper, water cooled
TF coils 16, copper, water cooled
Ohmic ﬂux swing 3.4 Vs
Installed power 220 MVA
Electron cyclotron 4.5 MW: 6 × 500kW @ 82.7 GHz (ECH-X2)
Heating/current drive system 3 × 500kW @ 118 GHz (ECH-X3)
Table 2.1 – TCV tokamak parameters
2.2 TCV diagnostics
Many diagnostics are installed on TCV to measure the main plasma parameters. A brief
description of the diagnostics is presented in the following section:
2.2.1 Electron diagnostics
• DMPX: The Duplex-Multiwire Proportional X-ray counter (DMPX) is a 64 channel soft
X-ray detector. Soft X-ray emission with energy range between 3 and 30 keV are sensitive
to the detector. The DMPX has high time and space resolution: the acquisition is
performed at 200 kHz. The wire chambers operate in the proportional regime; the
measured signal, integrated along the line of sight, is proportional to the mean incident
soft X-ray power ﬂux.
• ECE: The ECE radiometer system has 24 channels which analyse the Electron Cyclotron
Emission (ECE) generated by the plasma. It provides the radial electron temperature
proﬁle on both the high ﬁeld side (HFS) and LFS of TCV. The frequency bandwidth
accessed by the ECE radiometers corresponds to 78 ÷ 114 GHz for the HFS and 65 ÷ 100
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GHz for the LFS systems.
• FIR: The line-integrated density along parallel chords in the vertical direction is mea-
sured by a 14-channel Mach-Zehnder type interferometer. The system comprises a FIR
(Far Infra Red) laser, pumped by aCO2 laser and emitting a continuous wave at 214 μm,
and a multi-element detector unit (InSb hot-electron bolometer). The measurement
along the central chord is used for real time control of the plasma density.
• TS: The spatial proﬁles of the electron temperature and density on TCV is measured
by the Thomson Scattering (TS) system. The proﬁles are measured along the line of
sight of a laser beam passing through the plasma in the vertical direction at R = 0.9 m
(mid-radius of the TCV VV). Wide-angle camera lenses collect the scattered light from
the observation volumes in the plasma and focus it onto sets of ﬁber bundles. At present,
there are 35 observation positions covering the region from z = -17 cm to z = +66 cm
with a spatial integration length that depends on the channel location. Special channels
with higher spatial resolution (integration length 12 mm) are positioned near the top
(TS-edge) for observation of the pedestal in H-mode plasmas.
• XTOMO: The TCV soft X-ray tomographic system (XTOMO) consists of 10 pinhole
cameras, each with 47 micron thick Be ﬁlter, allowing the detection of photons with
energies between 1 keV and 10 keV, covering the thermal spectrum of most TCV plasmas.
Each camera is equipped with a linear array of 20 p-n junction silicon photodiodes
resulting in 200 lines of sight covering the whole plasma cross section.
2.2.2 Ion diagnostics
• CXRS: Local measurements of ion temperature and impurity density are provided by
the Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostic. It also provides
information on toroidal and poloidal rotation, through the analysis of spectral moments
of impurity line radiation, typically CVI-529.1 nm.
2.2.3 Visible and near-visible radiation
• AXUV: The AXUV (Absolute eXtreme UltraViolet bolometer cameras) diagnostic consists
of two sets of 7 (currently 6) pinhole cameras. Each camera has 20 lines-of-sight, so that
2 × 140 channels are available in all. The two camera sets have identical geometries, i.e.
the corresponding channels in each camera view essentially the same plasma volume.
The distribution of the lines-of-sight in a single poloidal cross section is such that
tomographic reconstruction of the 2D emission proﬁle is possible.
• BOLO: The foil bolometer (BOLO) system consists of 8 pinhole cameras (one top, one
bottom and six lateral) each with 8 channels - gold foils which heat up due to the impact
of plasma radiation and neutral particles. 2D tomographic reconstruction of the total
radiated power is possible.
• FastCam: The plasma radiation in the visible spectrum is detected by a Fast Visible
Camera (FastCam) installed on a TCV equatorial port. The camera has a very high
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temporal resolution (up to 250000 fps for a 128 × 16 pixel array).
• MultiCam: MultiCam is a multi-camera system composed of four PCO Pixelﬂy visible
cameras. The light coming from the plasma through relay optics is distributed to the
cameras by a series of beam splitters. A ﬁlter can be placed in front of each camera.
This way each camera observes a speciﬁc part of the visible spectrum in the very same
volume of the plasma. The imaging frequency of these cameras is 50 fps at full (640 ×
480) resolution.
• PD: A set of 15 photodiodes (PDs) are installed on TCV. The signals are ampliﬁed onboard
to improve the robustness of the transmission. A set of ﬁlters is installed in front of
the diodes to acquire different lines of the spectrum. 6 PDs have an Hα ﬁlter and are
installed on the lateral ports and another 9 PDs are installed on the top of TCV and they
can detect all plasma radiation.
2.2.4 Edge diagnostics
• LP: The TCV Langmuir probes are machined in graphite and are of the domed design
with a diameter of 4 mm. The probe head protrudes nominally by only 1 mm beyond
the tile surface. A total of 72 Langmuir probes (LP) have been installed on TCV. The
system is robust and precise in terms of the stability of the probes to vibrations during
operation and has a spatial resolution of 11 mm on the bottom of the chamber and 14
mm on the central column.
• TC: 15 Thermocouples (TCs) are installed in the vessel ﬂoor and 4 in the central column.
The temperature rise on each thermocouple only starts to be visible several seconds
after the shot(s), hence the information gathered from them is mostly related to the
cooling-down of the tile’s graphite material.
• IR: TCV is equipped with two infrared thermography (IR) systems, namely the Vertical
IR camera (VIR) and the Horizontal IR camera (HIR), used to measure the temperature
of the graphite tiles covering the ﬂoor of the vessel and the central column at a fast
time scale (25 kHz), respectively. In this thesis, only the HIR camera has been utilised
for obtaining the heat deposition on the central column. HIR is based on a IRCam
EQUUS 81k M fast framing camera. Its detector is composed by 320×256 CdHgTe pixels,
sensitive to mid-wave IR spectrum, nominally to photons with wavelength 3.7±0.2μm <
λ < 4.8±0.2 μm. The photons emitted from the tile surfaces in the short to medium
wavelength infrared range are detected by the chip, ampliﬁed and subsequently digitised
on 14 bits.
2.2.5 Magnetic diagnostics
• The TCV magnetic diagnostic system consists of a set of ﬂux loops, magnetic ﬁeld probes
and saddle coils. The location of ﬂux loops and ﬁeld probes is shown in Figure 2.2.
There are four poloidal arrays of 38 magnetic probes each, placed inside the vessel in 4
toroidal sectors separated by 90◦. They measure the time derivative of the magnetic ﬁeld
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tangential to the vessel, and analog integrators are used to obtain an estimate of the
magnetic ﬁeld. A complementary toroidal probe array is used for analyzing the toroidal
composition of magnetic perturbations. 61 ﬂux loops placed around the vessel and near
each coil are used to measure the poloidal ﬂux. 24 saddle coils placed around the vessel
complement the magnetic system by providing estimates of non-axisymmetric error
ﬁelds. Since no Rogowski coil is installed on TCV, the plasma current is obtained by
trapezoidal integration of the discrete magnetic probe measurements. A diamagnetic
loop (DML) measures the total magnetic energy and is used as an extra constraint in
equilibrium reconstruction. Further details on the magnetic diagnostic system are given
in (Moret et al., 1998), (Piras et al., 2010). Magnetic probe signals and ﬂux loops are used
for plasma control and MHD analysis and are available in the digital real-time control
system as well.
2.3 Real-time control systems
Two types of control systems are installed on TCV. The ﬁrst is the original control system
referred to as the ‘Hybrid’ control system. The second is the new, fully digital, distributed
control system named ‘SCD’ (Système de Contrôle Distribué). It is an experimental system
which is used for advanced control experiments and is envisaged to replace the old system
entirely in the future.
2.3.1 The ‘Hybrid’ plasma control system
The ‘hybrid’ control system forms the backbone of TCV control. It consists of a set of analog
matrix multipliers, the coefﬁcients of which are digitally programmable and can be switched
during the TCV shot.
The diagnostic signals necessary for real time control are ﬁrst passed through the A matrix,
which has ≈ 120 diagnostic signals inputs, and generates estimates of quantities to be con-
trolled (‘observables’) as linear combinations of the input signals. The set of observables are
Ip , the PF coil currents, the difference between the currents in the two sets of Ohmic coils, the
vertical position estimator zIp , the radial position estimator, the elongation estimator and
the line-integrated density. These are then subtracted from reference signals coming from a
waveform generator (wavegen), yielding 24 error signals. The error signals are fed to P , I and
D circuits containing analog implementations of proportional gain, integrator and derivative
terms. The outputs of these circuits are then passed to theG2,G1 andG3 matrices respectively.
Not only do these deﬁne the Proportional, Integral and Derivative gains, they also assign each
error signal to a set of actuators (16 poloidal ﬁeld coils, 2 Ohmic coils and density control
valve). Finally, the actuator command signals are passed through the M matrix whose role is
to decouple the mutual inductances and to compensate for resistive voltage of the coils. In
other words, it ensures that the response of each individual coil current to a voltage command
is that of a pure integrator. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic of the analog TCV control system
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and its connection to various diagnostics and actuators (Le et al., 2014).
Figure 2.5 – Diagram of the original TCV control system and its connections to diagnostics
and actuators.
The hybrid system is limited by the fact that it cannot perform any non-linear operations,
other than gain switching. It also has a limited number of output channels, meaning the
number of actuators which can be simultaneously controlled is limited: in particular the
parameters of the TCV ECH system could not be controlled in real-time and were, for the
majority of TCV’s operational history, controlled by feedforward reference waveforms. These
limitations, coupled to the increasing capabilities of digital platforms, have prompted the
development of new TCV control systems based on a fully digital architecture.
2.3.2 The ‘SCD’ digital plasma control system
A new digital control system named from the French acronym for SCD ”Système de Contrôle
Distribué” for TCV, featuring massive multichannel capabilities and high ﬂexibility, allow-
ing many more real-time diagnostic signals as inputs for real-time control, and capable of
controlling all the available actuators, was installed on TCV in 2008 (Paley et al., 2010). The
performance of the legacy control system of TCV has been successfully replicated in the digital
control system with the addition of new features for e.g. improved control of the ohmic trans-
former coil during non-inductive plasmas and improved density control by gain scheduling,
which could not be handled by the analog electronics of the original system. Furthermore, the
system has been successfully extended to advanced experiments on MHD and plasma proﬁle
control, as well as to incorporate real time plasma transport simulation.
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Figure 2.6 – Diagram of the SCD control system nodes and their respective connections to
diagnostic signals and actuators.
The SCD hosts diagnostic inputs and actuator outputs and consists of a set of independent
nodes linked via shared reﬂective memory. Each node can have a different cycle time, varying
between 50us and 1ms, depending on the needs for acquisition and computational complexity
of algorithms. The design of the diagnostic signal processing and control algorithms is per-
formed in Matlab-Simulink, providing a natural framework for modelling and control design.
For real-time execution, C code is generated from the Simulink block diagram, compiled, with
the Simulink Embedded Coder, into a Linux shared library and distributed to target nodes in
the discharge preparation phase. During the TCV discharge, an application on each node is
executed that dynamically loads the shared library at runtime. Upon the completion of the
discharge, all data stored in RT nodes is copied to the host computer and archived to the TCV
database.
Figure 2.6 shows the SCD control system layout with the connectivity to the diagnostics
and actuators. The nodes with ADCs and DACs are interfaced to the machine’s diagnostics
systems and actuators. Node 1 is interfaced to 2 soft-X ray diagnostics (DMPX, or Duplex
Multiwire Proportional soft X-ray counter, a pinhole type soft-X camera; and X-Te, a four ﬁlter
soft-X-ray spectrometer that provides the central electron temperature using the differential
ﬁlter method). It is also interfaced to the 14 vertical chords of the Far InfraRed (or FIR)
interferometer providing the electron density proﬁle information. Node 2 is the central
core of the system and acquires all magnetic measurements from the tokamak and is thus
responsible for plasma shape and position control; it also acquires the central FIR channel
for real-time control of the density. This node is used routinely as the main plasma position
and density controller and is almost always the RFM master node. Node 3 is a computational
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node that computes the plasma magnetic equilibrium in real-time. Node 4 is a hardware and
software clone of node 2, It serves as a replacement node in case of node 2 failure. Node 5 is
an acquisition and processing node, presently under commissioning, connected to the 200
channel soft X-ray tomographic (XTOMO) system. Node 6 is a very recently installed multicore
computational node that has been used to run multicore complex control codes (a faster
real time equilibrium reconstruction replica and real-time modeling based advanced plasma
performances controllers). Finally, node 7 is devoted to real-time analysis of fast magnetic
perturbations in the plasma.
The link between all RT nodes is provided by reﬂective memory which features a 128MB
memory area that is shared across all the nodes. A ﬁber optic ring network links the reﬂective
memory network cards in each node. Data written by one node to a memory address within
this shared memory area will automatically appear at the same memory address within the
rest of the nodes after a very short delay (0.7 ms). The RFM is partitioned in a small control
parameter section and large data area. Each node is assigned a separate section within the
data area in which to write data, preventing the nodes from overwriting data areas outside
their assigned write area (Le et al., 2014).
The SCD code is divided into two main sections:
• Hardware interface code written in C/C++ language by the system developers. This
provides the input/output interface to the control algorithm code. Once compiled, the
executable is uploaded to real-time computer nodes, where it is considered ﬁxed and
unchanging between plasma shots.
• Control algorithm code realised in MathWorks-Simulink block programming language
by the control algorithm author, using Simulink templates given by the system develop-
ers. It performs signal processing and computational actions to provide output signals
consisting of new values for the actuators, the reﬂective memory and other signals
(probe signals) used for post-shot analysis. This algorithm is in user-friendly Simulink
block format and is automatically converted into target code that is a dynamically linked
shared object library by Math Works Simulink Embedded Coder.
The SCD also provides the ﬂexibility for verifying a new or modiﬁed algorithm before im-
plementing it on an actual plasma discharge. The SCD architecture can be activated in
background on a plasma discharge controlled by the original hybrid control system (an ex-
tensive analog multichannel multiplication system digitally reconﬁgurable with PID control
blocks). This not only facilitates the veriﬁcation of algorithms running on different nodes but
also estimates the algorithm execution time with respect to each node as well. Furthermore,
the digital control system can also perform runs on individual nodes in a standalone fashion
or on the entire control system ofﬂine, from the tokamak. All the algorithms running on
individual nodes are executed with noise in the ADC inputs, which provides an estimate of
the exact execution time based on the assumption that the computational complexity of the
algorithm is independent of the input ADC dataset.
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2.4 Real-time equilibrium reconstruction solver
The magnetic lines that guide the particles around the major axis of the torus are helices,
i.e. a combination of toroidal and poloidal magnetic ﬁelds. It is possible to use the poloidal
component of these magnetic lines to deﬁne nested toroidal surfaces corresponding to con-
stant values of the poloidal ﬂux functionψ. The plasma boundary is deﬁned as the outermost
closed ﬂux surface contained inside the device. It is the shape of this boundary that is generally
referred to as plasma shape. Unfortunately, the plasma shape cannot be directly measured,
and for control purposes must be estimated in real time using indirect measurements of mag-
netic ﬂux and ﬁeld. One of the available methods for plasma boundary estimation is based on
equilibrium reconstruction. Equilibrium codes, such as EFIT (Ferron et al., 1998), calculate
the distributions of ﬂux and toroidal current density over the plasma and surrounding vacuum
region that best ﬁt, in a least square sense, the external magnetic measurements, and that
simultaneously satisfy the MHD equilibrium equation (Grad–Shafranov equation). Once the
ﬂux distribution is known, it is possible to reconstruct the plasma boundary. Alternatively,
the boundary is sometimes calculated making use of reconstruction codes, such as XLOC
(Sartori et al., 2003), that are limited to locating the boundary and are not aimed at evaluating
parameters describing the plasma internal features.
The deployment of the real-time version of the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium reconstruction
code LIUQE (Hofmann and Tonetti, 1988a), with a sub-ms cycle time has fulﬁlled a necessary
requirement for the development of a real time plasma position and shape control algorithm.
The successful implementation of RTLIUQE (Moret et al., 2015) on SCD has facilitated the
design of a new generalised plasma position and shape controller, based on the information
of poloidal ﬂux and magnetic ﬁeld provided by the real-time Grad-Shafranov solver. In ax-
isymmetric geometry, assuming isotropic pressure and no net ﬂuid velocity, the equations
describing ideal magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium,
j ×B =∇p
∇×B =μ0 j
∇.B = 0
(2.1)
where p is the plasma pressure, B is the magnetic ﬁeld and j is the plasma current density.
Equations (2.1) be combined, by writing B in cylindrical coordinates r , z, φ as
B =− 1
2πr
∂ψ
∂z
∇r + 1
2πr
∂ψ
∂r
∇z+T∇φ, (2.2)
where T = rBφ, into a second order differential Poisson like equation:
Δ∗ψ=−2πμ0r jφ (2.3)
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with
jφ = 2π
(
r
dp
dψ
+ T
μ0r
dT
dψ
)
(2.4)
and the deﬁnition of the elliptical operator
Δ∗ = r
(
∂
∂r
)(
r
∂
∂r
)
+ ∂
2
∂z2
(2.5)
Here p and T are arbitrary functions of the poloidal magnetic ﬂuxψ only. Combining these
two equations gives the Grad-Shafranov equation:
Δ∗ψ=−4π2μ0r
(
r p ′ + TT
′
μ0r
)
(2.6)
The goal of the inverse equilibrium problem is to identify the two functions p ′(ψ) and TT ′(ψ),
together with a ﬂux function ψ(r,z), that satisfy (2.6) and that best reproduce the available
experimental measurements of parameters related to the physical quantities behind these
functions.
In the presence of an external conductor, toroidal current density, je , (2.3) is modiﬁed as
follows:
Δ∗ψ=−2πμ0r
(
jφ+ je
)
(2.7)
jφ = 0 outside the plasma domainΩp , i.e. where ﬂux surfaces ﬁeld lines are not closed and
touch the limiter. Dirichlet boundary conditions must be speciﬁed at the boundary of the
ﬁnite integration domainΩ. For clarity, the contributions from the plasma current ψp and
the external currentsψe are separated and the edge condition is given asψ(r,z)=ψb(r,z)=
ψbp +ψbe on ∂Ωwhere
ψbp =
∫
M
(
rb ,zb ,r
′,z ′
)
jφ
(
r ′,z ′
)
dr ′dz ′ (2.8)
and
ψbe =
∫
M
(
rb ,zb ,r
′,z ′
)
je
(
r ′,z ′
)
dr ′dz ′ (2.9)
Here M
(
r,z,r ′,z ′
)
is the mutual inductance between coaxial circles located at the plasma
boundary (rb ,zb) and external conductors (r
′,z ′). Except for trivial functions p ′ and TT ′, that
are inadequate for realistic equilibrium, and especially because the plasma is surrounded
by a vacuum region whose boundary depends on the solution itself, (2.6) is intrinsically non
linear and calls for dedicated solving methods. The simplest algorithm, the so called Picard
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iterations, consists of solving iteratively (2.7):
Δ∗ψ(t+1) =−2πμ0r
(
j (t )
φ
(
r,ψ(t )
)+ je) (2.10)
where t labels the iteration number. In the framework of equilibrium reconstruction, the
boundary between the plasma volume and the vacuum is updated at each iteration based
on ψ(t ). The functions p ′(t )
(
ψ(t )
)
and TT ′(t )
(
ψ(t )
)
forming the plasma current density are
also adjusted at each iteration to best reproduce available experimental measurements, thus
justifying the t index in jφ(t ) in (2.10). The iterative procedure is seeded with an initial guess
for the current density jφ(r,z)(0). A real time implementation of the inverse equilibrium
reconstruction for TCV imposes stringent constraints on the computation cycle time. The
required cycle time is imposed by the characteristic time constant of the vacuum vessel
image currents and the corresponding response time of the poloidal ﬁeld coil power supplies,
typically 1 ms. For the real time implementation of LIUQE on TCV, consideration of the
efﬁciency of competing numerical techniques in all steps of the algorithm, together with an
efﬁcient, yet user friendly, code generation using the Simulink programming environment, has
yielded a sub ms cycle time. An in-depth description of the main features and the real-time
implementation of LIUQE can be found in (Moret et al., 2015).
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3 Generalised plasma position and
shape controller design
The chapter describes the design and the key features of the new generalised plasma position
and shape controller. The formulation of the linearised plasma model of TCV that is used
to verify the controller performance and determine the control parameters is reported. The
experimental implementation of the control algorithm on various TCV plasma discharge types
is discussed. A brief overview of the plasma modelling, controller design and experimental
results, as well as an outlook for the physics applications of the controller to advanced plasma
conﬁgurations, is also provided.
3.1 Introduction
The plasma shape requirements in a practical, highly efﬁcient tokamak are very stringent.
High performance in tokamaks is achieved by plasmas with elongated poloidal cross section.
Since such elongated plasmas are vertically unstable (Lazarus et al., 1990a), active position
control is clearly an essential feature of all machines. Additionally, in order to obtain the best
performance from a given device, it is necessary to maximise the plasma volume within the
available space; hence, the ability to control the shape of the plasma while ensuring adequate
clearance between the plasma and the plasma-facing wall components is a crucial asset in
modern tokamak operation. In tokamaks, the shape of the plasma cross-section is observed to
strongly inﬂuence a wide range of plasma properties, such as the plasma pressure and current
limits (Hofmann et al., 1998) and the sawtooth stability (Reimerdes et al., 2000; Martynov et al.,
2005). Experimental investigations in TCV have revealed that the energy conﬁnement time
(the ratio of the energy stored in the plasma to the power used to heat it, a conﬁnement ﬁgure
of merit) nearly doubles when going from positive to negative triangularity (Pochelon et al.,
1999). Accurate shape control can not only take full advantage of such properties, but can
also allow detailed comparisons between experiment and modeling and testing of theoretical
models of plasma stability and conﬁnement. Plasma shaping is also effective in stabilising
MHD modes and preventing disruptions, especially in the current ramp-up, which is of key
importance for the ITER high-currents scenarios. Active plasma shaping thus has a direct
impact on MHD stability and on heat and particle transport.
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On the TCV tokamak, plasma shaping is especially challenging, as the device features a highly
elongated vessel that does not intrinsically constrain the plasma shape and is speciﬁcally
designed for shape versatility, with a highly ﬂexible poloidal-ﬁeld coil system. Indeed, TCV
accommodates a large variety of plasma shapes, together with various divertor conﬁgurations,
including single and double null divertor with a broad range of strike point positions and
ﬂux expansions. This ﬂexibility has been further extended in recent years to high order null
points with more than two strike points such as in the so called ‘snowﬂake’ divertor (Piras et al.,
2009). Even more recently, other advanced conﬁgurations such as the super-X, X-divertor, and
X-point-target divertor have been explored in TCV (Theiler et al., 2017; Reimerdes et al., 2016).
On TCV, the creation of an extreme variety of plasma shapes and magnetic conﬁguration is
accomplished with the help of the Matrix Generation Algorithm and Measurement Simulator
(MGAMS) and Free Boundary Tokamak Equilibrium (FBTE) codes (Hofmann, 1988; Hofmann
et al., 1995), the suite of software tools used routinely on TCV to determine the feedforward
poloidal coil currents as well as the feedback parameters for a given plasma conﬁguration.
Until now, the TCV plasma shape has been controlled almost entirely in feedforward mode,
with the exception of a linearised elongation controller employing a simpliﬁed estimator, used
in some discharges (Paley et al., 2007). A real-time control algorithm capable of not only
providing control of plasma position but also high order shape moments, X-points and strike
points would thus be highly desirable for optimizing performance in future TCV campaigns.
Deviations from the assumptions used in calculating the feedforward parameters can and do
cause departures from the desired shape in the absence of feedback control. This happens
in particular as a result of auxiliary heating and current drive altering the current proﬁle.
Feedback control is also clearly superior to pure feedforward control in its ability to deal with
disturbances. Success in controlling plasma shapes in feedforward mode in TCV has often
been achieved by virtue of tuning over multiple discharges.
Feedback plasma shape control in tokamaks involves basically two steps:
• Identiﬁcation of the plasma boundary in real time.
• Adjustment of the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents to bring the real shape as close as possible
to the preprogrammed shape.
The deployment of the real-time version of the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium reconstruction
code LIUQE (Hofmann and Tonetti, 1988a), i.e., RTLIUQE (Moret et al., 2015), with a sub-
ms cycle time (0.4ms), has fulﬁlled a necessary requirement for the development of a real
time plasma position and shape control algorithm, based on the information of poloidal ﬂux
and magnetic ﬁeld provided by the real-time Grad-Shafranov solver. The latter provides an
approximate solution to the Grad–Shafranov equilibrium relation that yields the best ﬁt to
the diagnostic measurements, with additional assumptions on the plasma kinetic proﬁles,
as the diagnostic data are generally insufﬁcient to constrain the problem towards a unique
solution. The solutions are produced at a rate that is amply sufﬁcient for discharge control,
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with the sole exception of the control of the vertical stability on a sub-ms time scale, which is
still entrusted to the legacy analogue control system.
The extensive poloidal-ﬁeld coil system and the recent successful implementation of RTLIUQE
on TCV have paved the way to the design of a new plasma position and shape controller. The
Matlab-Simulink environment of the digital control system (Paley et al., 2010) of TCV provides
a ﬂexible platform for implementing new algorithms in parallel with the legacy analogue
TCV controller. As a minor but important step along this path, a new controller was also
developed to actuate the sign switching of the poloidal-ﬁeld coil currents (the so-called ‘sign-
bit controller’), discussed in appendix A.2.
3.2 Plasma position and shape controller design.
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Figure 3.1 – Simpliﬁed block diagram representation of plasma shape and position control
algorithm.
The generalised plasma position and shape controller is primarily based on the isoﬂux control
scheme. The plasma target shape is deﬁned as a set of control points on the desired plasma
boundary, and the poloidal ﬂux at control points is controlled to be equal (Ferron et al.,
1998). For a limiter plasma discharge, the ﬂux differences between adjacent control points
are controlled. In the case of divertor discharges, the primary X-point is used as the reference
point and the ﬂux error differences between it and the other control points on the plasma
boundary are controlled. Similarly, the divertor leg is controlled by requiring the poloidal ﬂux
on the control points on the leg to be equal to that of the X-point. X-points are obtained by
controlling the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the reference X-point position to zero.
The generalised plasma position and shape controller was developed in two stages: a time-
invariant version at ﬁrst, and then a more general time-varying controller.
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3.2.1 Time invariant controller design
The architecture of the plant used for the design of the generalised plasma position and shape
controller is a MIMO (multiple input and multiple output) system with poloidal ﬁeld coil
currents as inputs and the controlled variables as outputs. A change in one of the inputs will
affect all the outputs of the system, that is, there is an interaction between the inputs and the
outputs. A speciﬁc aim of the design is to convert this to a non-interacting system, where an
input only affects its corresponding output. Figure 3.1 shows the simpliﬁed block diagram for
the plasma position and shape controller algorithm. A non-diagonal generalised plant Pg is
deﬁned, where a change in its input would affect all its outputs. Consequently, a compensator
design P+g , pseudo-inverse of the static (DC) gain of the generalised plant, is derived, provided
that Pg has a full row (output rank), to counteract the interaction of the plant. The pseudo
inverse is a generalization of the matrix inverse when the matrix may not be invertible. If Pg is
invertible, then the pseudo inverse is equal to the matrix inverse. However, the pseudo inverse
is deﬁned even when Pg is not invertible. More formally, the pseudo inverse, P+g , of an m-by-n
matrix is deﬁned by the unique n-by-m matrix satisfying the following four criteria (Campbell
and Meyer, 1979),
1. PgP+g Pg = Pg
2. P+g PgP+g = P+g
3. (PgP+g )
′ = (PgP+g )
4. (P+g Pg )
′ = (P+g Pg )
The result is a ‘newly’ shaped plant,Gs = PgP+g , which is nearly diagonal and easier to control
than the original plant Pg . A diagonal proportional and integral controller Ks is utilised, with
diagonal gain matrices Ksp and Ksi to be designed. They are determined with help of a plasma
model described in section 3.3 or are tuned by performing experimental tests. The control law
takes the form of (3.1), where u is the control signal (the vector of 16 poloidal ﬁeld coil current
references) ande = (r −z) is the error deﬁned as the difference between the referencer and
the controlled variablesz.
u =K (s)e
K (s)=Ksp
(
1+ Ksi
s
) (3.1)
Figure 3.2 shows the schematic block diagram for the determination of a generalised plant
Pg . A plant P is deﬁned, which accepts poloidal-ﬁeld coil currents (E and F coils) as inputs
and outputs the poloidal ﬂux ψb and poloidal magnetic ﬁeld Bp at the control points. The
deﬁnition of P is an approximation as it only includes the DC component of a highly dynamic
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic block diagram for the generalised plant.
system. In particular, the issue of vertical stability, i.e., the growth of the fast axisymmetric
mode, is assumed to be entirely decoupled (e.g., separated in frequency space) from the
shape-control problem and to be handled by a separate system (namely, the vertical stability
control loop in the legacy hybrid control system). This assumption can never be strictly true,
so improvements in controller decoupling are under consideration for the future. Hence,
neglecting the dynamics and linearising around an equilibrium point, the plant P ∈Rny×nc ,
with δIPF as inputs and δy as outputs is given by (3.2), such that δy = PδIPF , where ny =
nb−1+nd −1+2nx with nb , nd and nx the number of control points on the plasma boundary,
divertor leg and X-points and nc number of poloidal ﬁeld coils. Here,Gb is the matrix such that
δ ψb =GbδIPF , where δ ψb is the poloidal ﬂux at the control points on the plasma boundary,
Gd is the matrix such that δ ψd =GdδIPF , where δ ψd the poloidal ﬂux at the control points on
the divetor leg,GBp is the matrix such that δ Bp =GBpδIPF , where δ Bp is the poloidal magnetic
ﬁeld (R and Z compoments) at the X-points. Mb is the near-diagonal matrix that transforms
absolute poloidal ﬂuxes to ﬂux differences between points and, similarly, Md is the matrix
that transforms absolute ﬂuxes on divertor-leg points to ﬂux differences with respect to the
X-point.
P =
⎛
⎜⎝
MbGb
MdGd
GBp
⎞
⎟⎠ (3.2)
The control algorithm includes a constraint, which guarantees that the average addition of
poloidal ﬂux at the control points deﬁning the plasma boundary is zero, to prevent interference
with the plasma current control. To achieve this, a null space basis Nc ∈Rnc×nc−1 is determined
such that [1TGb]Ncuo = 0 ∀ uo ∈ Rnc−1, where δIPF = Ncuo . An input scaling matrix Si ∈
Rnc×nc ensures common units for the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents (kA in practice) such that
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δIPF (kA) = SiδIPF and an output scaling matrix So ∈ Rny×ny scales the plant outputs δy to
dimensionless quantitiesyo that are roughly comparable in magnitude such thatyo = Soδy .
A crucial element in the design is the matrix T ∈Rny+2×ny , given by (3.3), which converts the
dimensionless plant outputsyo to physically meaningful estimatorsyes such thatyes = Tyo ,
for e.g., vertical and radial plasma position estimates, where ψZ =Mb dψ/dZ/||Mb dψ/dZ ||
and ψR =Mb dψ/dR/||Mb dψ/dR|| are the vectors representing the change in the controlled
poloidal ﬂux differences due to vertical and radial displacement at the control points on
the plasma boundary. A projection of the dimensionless plant outputs onto the vectors
corresponding to a vertical and a radial displacement ensures that the ﬁrst two entries are
estimates of the radial/vertical position. The matrix T provides the ﬂexibility of deﬁning
additional plasma estimators, such as, e.g., plasma triangularity and elongation.
Finally, the estimators yes are weighted with the help of a weight matrix Wt ∈ Rny+2×ny+2 to
provide weighted meaningful quantities ywt such that ywt =Wtyes . Wt gives the means to
prioritise the various meaningful plasma estimators based on their level of importance for a
given plasma conﬁguration.
T =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ψTZ 0 0
ψTR 0 0
I 0 0
0 I 0
0 0 I
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (3.3)
A new plant Po =WtTSoPSiNc ,Po ∈ Rny+2×nc−1 is thus ﬁnally deﬁned. The next step is to
perform a singular value decomposition (SVD) (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005) of Po =
UΣV T , which provides a matrix V , representing a set of orthogonal vectors in the admissible
input coil current space andU , the output directions. This organises the controlled variables
into large and small singular values represented by (3.4), and as a result provides the freedom
of limiting the control to the n1 ‘largest’ singular values of Σ1, obtained by projecting the
weighted errors on the output space of these singular values,U1.
Po =
(
U1 U2 U3
)⎛⎜⎝
Σ1 0
0 Σ2
0 0
⎞
⎟⎠
(
V T1
V T2
)
(3.4)
The generalised plant Pg is then deﬁned as Pg =UT1 Po . Due to the presence of a constraint in
the controller formulation, a degree of freedom is lost and at most nc−1 singular values can be
controlled, thus Pg ∈Rnc−1×nc−1 . In order to control different meaningful plasma estimators,
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Figure 3.3 – Schematic block diagram for the generalised plasma position and shape controller.
the weighting matrix is determined such that it promotes the plasma estimator in the set
of nc −1 singular values. The controller for the original plant P is thus represented byCp (s)
deﬁned in (3.5), such δIPF (kA)=Cp (s)e with inputs as the errorse on the controlled variables
and outputs as the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents δIPF in kAs. Figure 3.3 shows the schematic
block diagram of the generalised plasma position and shape controller. In reality the plant
P would represent the TCV tokamak and RTLIUQE and the controller formulation would
include a pre multiplier matrix Ug =UTWtTSo ,Ug ∈ Rnc−1×ny and a post multiplier matrix
Vg = SiNcP+g ,Vg ∈Rnc×nc−1: the latter translates the RTLIUQE outputs to controlled variables,
z, while the former provides the coil directions for controlling the controlled variables. The
reference signals are deﬁned as zeros. The error signals are fed to a proportional and integral
controller K (s) deﬁned by (3.1).
Cp (s)= SiNcP+g K (s) (3.5)
3.2.2 Time varying controller design
The controller designed above is only applicable to plasma scenarios involving a plasma shape
and position that remain ﬁxed during the discharge. The next step is to tackle time-varying
conﬁgurations. The chosen approach is to construct individual controllers for the equilibria
pre-deﬁned by the shot design sequence. These are, however, sampled at a smaller time step
than the original sample times. A linear interpolation in time is performed between the control
points deﬁned by various equilibria during the shot design phase. The sample time of the
linear interpolation is usually chosen as 10 ms. The individual controllers with respect to each
of the interpolated equilibria at smaller time steps are then determined using (3.5). Measures
are taken such that the output of the currently active controllerCip (s) switches to the output
of the subsequent controllerCi+1p (s) smoothly ensuring a continuous transition between the
controllers throughout the plasma discharge, where i represents the index of the controller.
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Figure 3.4 – Block diagram of the controller showing the modiﬁcation to avoid anti windup.
The output of the controller,Uk , at the switching sample ks is deﬁned as:
Uk = uki+1+ (uks−1i −uks−1i+1)F (k−ks) (3.6)
where the indexes i and i +1 denote the latter and former controllers, F (k−ks)= e−(k−ks )τ is a
decaying exponential function, τ determines the time constant of bumpless transfer.
3.2.3 Anti windup and bumpless transfer
Controller Plant
Bumpless 
transfer
ue e‘
b
r
y
Figure 3.5 – Block diagram of the controller showing the bumpless transfer implementation.
Any saturation in the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents results in a mismatch between the controller
output and the system input. Thus, the feedback loop is broken, since changes in the controller
output no longer affect the system. (In reality, the violation of any of the above-mentioned
limits causes an immediate termination of the pulse rather than a saturation, but this does
not affect the formalism discussed here.) Saturations can cause the integrator that is included
in the controller to accumulate as it will continue to integrate a tracking error and produce
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increasing control signals which, due to the saturation, do not affect the plant output. The
state and the control signal can continue to evolve, although the inﬂuence on the process is
restricted because of saturation. The space representation of the controllerCp (s) is given as
˙xc = Fxc +Ge
δIPF =Cxc +De
(3.7)
where xc represents the state and F ,G ,C and D are the state space matrices,e and δIPF are
the input and output of the controller.
A general state space controller can be formulated which avoids the windup problem; in this
case, the control law is rewritten as indicated in ﬁgure 3.4. This can be expressed as follows:
˙xc = Fxc +Ge+K (δIPF sat −Cxc −De)
= (F −KC )xc + (G−KD)e+KδIPF
= F0xc +Goe+KδIPF sat (3.8)
where F0 = F −KC and G0 = G −KD and If the system of (3.8) is observable, the matrix K
can always be chosen such that F0 has stable eigenvalues (Aström and Wittenmark, 1997).
This ensures that the state assumes a proper value when the controller output saturates and
thus prevents the problem of windup. In the case of time varying controller design, not
only the individual state space controllers are constructed with respect to each interpolated
equilibria sampled at smaller time steps but also the corresponding matrix K is determined
that stabilizes the eigenvalues for every F0 and ensures anti windup design for each of the
controllers.
The design of the generalised plasma position and shape controller relies on the TCV hybrid
controller for vertical stability, thus only the differential control on the vertical position is
retained and the proportional control of the plasma position is provided by the new controller.
This discontinuity introduced by the switching between the position control of the TCV
hybrid controller to the position control performed by the designed controller is avoided by
developing a bumpless transfer mechanism shown in ﬁgure 3.5. Through the addition of a
modiﬁcation b to the error on each controller variable e,
e ′ = e+b (3.9)
where e ′ is the modiﬁed error to the controller. The modiﬁcation b, providing a smooth
transition between subsequent controllers, is deﬁned as follows:
b =
⎧⎨
⎩−e ∀ t < tsets (L(s)− I ) ∀ t ≥ ts (3.10)
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where ets is the error between the controllers at the switching time ts and L(s) is a ﬁrst order
ﬁlter in the Laplace domain s, with time constant τ,
L(s)= 1
τs+1 (3.11)
The formalism deﬁned by (3.9) ensures that, before the activation, the controller artiﬁcially
witnesses a zero error and tends smoothly to the active error according to the chosen time
constant deﬁned by (3.11).
3.2.4 Implementation with the TCV hybrid controller
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Figure 3.6 – Block diagram showing the implementation of the generalised plasma position
and shape controller with the TCV hybrid controller.
Figure 3.6 shows a block diagram representation of the TCV hybrid controller with the gen-
eralised plasma position and shape controller. The simpliﬁed scheme of the TCV hybrid
controller is shown in the grey box of ﬁgure 3.6. The measurements (magnetic ﬂux loops,
magnetic probes, FIR laser interferometer fringe counter, active coil current measurements,
Ia) from the TCV tokamak are processed by the A matrix, generating controlled variables, as
linear combinations of the inputs signals. The set of controlled variables consists of the plasma
current Ip , the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents Ip f , the vertical position estimator zIp and the radial
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position estimator. The controlled variables are then subtracted from the reference signals to
yield the respective error signals. The error signals are fed to their respective controllers and
actuators: CIp (s) represents a proportional and integral controller and TIp selects the ohmic
coils as an actuator for controlling the plasma current;CZ (s) represents a proportional and
differential controller and Tz selects a combination of the F poloidal ﬁeld coils to control the
plasma vertical position;CR (s) is a proportional controller and TR selects a combination of the
F poloidal ﬁeld coils to control the radial position of the plasma;CFPS(s) is a differential con-
troller and TFPS selects the internal G coils to control the plasma vertical instability;CIp f (s) is
a proportional controller and TIp f selects the combination of poloidal ﬁeld coils orthogonal
to the coil combination providing vertical and radial control. The actuator control signals are
then passed through the M matrix which is constructed with mutual inductance coefﬁcients,
i.e., performs the decoupling of the mutual inductances. The resistive compensation (RaIa)
and the feedforward voltages Vf f are added to the outputs of the M matrix to generate the
input voltages Va for the actuators.
Figure 3.7 – Isoﬂux surfaces generated by the poloidal ﬁeld coils E1−E8 and F1−F8 for a
limiter plasma conﬁguration for controlling the (a) ﬁrst and (b) second controlled variable.
The plasma boundary is denoted by the magenta circles.
The implementation of the generalised plasma position and shape controller with the TCV
hybrid controller is shown in the blue box of ﬁgure 3.6 (Anand et al., 2016). The controller
algorithm resides on the same real-time node as the TCV hybrid controller and functions on a
cycle time of 0.1 ms. The controller formalism deﬁned in the section 3.2 relies on the legacy
analogue TCV hybrid controller for stabilizing the vertical position of the plasma (Hofmann
and Jardin, 1990), that is only the differential control in the vertical control loop remains
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in the TCV hybrid controller. To ensure a reliable radial and vertical position control of the
plasma, an appropriate weighting is applied on the position estimators in the generalised
plasma position and shape controller such that the control of the ﬁrst two controlled variables
corresponds to plasma position control. Thus, the controller formulation allows to use the
plasma position estimators derived directly from the solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation
for controlling the plasma position, unlike in the case of the TCV hybrid controller where the
plasma position estimators are linear combinations of magnetic measurements only. The
isoﬂux surfaces generated by the poloidal ﬁeld coil directions corresponding to the ﬁrst two
controlled variable controlling the vertical and the radial plasma position, are shown in ﬁgure
3.7. The RTLIUQE provides the poloidal ﬂux and the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the control
points. The pre-multiplier matrixUg converts the RTLIUQE outputs to the controlled variables.
The output of the post multiplier matrix Vg denotes the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents requested
by the controller. The requested poloidal ﬁeld coil currents are added to the poloidal ﬁeld coil
current controller loop of the TCV hybrid controller. The poloidal ﬁeld coil current controller
loop fulﬁls the requested coil currents changes demanded by the new controller to have the
desired control on the controlled variables.
3.3 Plasma Modelling
The veriﬁcation of the controller performance and optimisation of the control parameters
(proportional Kps and integral gains Kis , weight matrix Wt and number of actively controlled
variablesz) for the generalised plasma position and shape controller is performed with the
help of a linearised plasma response model, the RZIP model (Coutlis et al., 1999). The RZIP
model is also used to study the coupling between TCV hybrid controller and new controller.
The model is constructed with physical laws and simplifying assumptions. A set of circuit
equations is developed, based on the supposition that the plasma current distribution remains
constant during any control action, but that its centroid can move vertically and radially and its
integral, the total plasma current, can change. The plasma model is based on the linearisation
assumption that small variations in the poloidal ﬁeld coil voltages lead to small changes in the
plasma current, poloidal ﬁeld currents, vacuum vessel currents and plasma radial and vertical
positions, about a given unperturbed equilibrium state.
The set of equations composing the model comprises the circuit equations for the poloidal
ﬁeld coils, the vessel currents and the plasma, in addition to the plasma radial and vertical
force balance equations. All spatially dependent quantities are evaluated using the plasma
current distribution derived by the LIUQE equilibrium code,
〈A〉 =
∑
i A(Ri ,Zi )Jφ(Ri ,Zi )∑
i Jφ(Ri ,Zi )
(3.12)
where A is any parameter of interest.
The circuit model representation of the structures (active and passive conductors) takes the
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following form:
Va =Maa˙Ia +Mav˙Iv +RaIa + d
dt
(Map Ip ) (3.13)
0=Mvv˙Iv +Mva˙Ia +RvIv + d
dt
(Mvp Ip ) (3.14)
where M denotes a mutual inductance matrix, with indexes a, v, and p referring to "active
conductor", "vessel" (passive conductor), and "plasma", respecively. Ra and Rv are the active
and passive conductor resistance matrices, Ia and Iv are the vectors of currents in active
and passive conductors, Ip is the plasma current and Va is the vector of voltages for active
conductor.
The plasma current dynamic response is governed by a similar circuit equation, which treats
the plasma as a single circuit consisting of a distributed array of conducting elements. The
plasma response equation can be written in the form
0= d
dt
(MpaIa)+ d
dt
(MpvIv )+ d
dt
(Lp Ip )+Rp Ip (3.15)
where Lp is the plasma self-inductance and Rp the plasma resistance matrix.
Nextwe tackle the time derivatives of the radial and vertical force balance equations, neglecting
the plasma inertia. The radial force balance consists of two components: the Lorentz force
acting on the plasma due to the vertical magnetic ﬁeld and the hoop force generated by the
plasma pressure in toroidal geometry.
d
dt
(
mp
d2R
dt2
)
= d
dt
(
μo I 2p
2
Γ+2πRIpBz
)
= 0 (3.16)
d
dt
(
mp
d2Z
dt2
)
= d
dt
(−2πRIpBr )= 0 (3.17)
where mp is the inertia of the plasma, R and Z represent the radial and vertical positions of
the current centroid, Br and Bz are the radial and vertical magnetic ﬁelds produced by the
conductors, Γ is a function of the plasma self inductance, li , and plasma beta, βp .
Linearisation of the set of equations around an equilibrium point, Ia = Iao(t)+δIa , Iv =
Ivo(t)+δIv , Ip = Ipo(t)+δIp , Va0 +δVa , R = Ro +δR, Z = Zo +δZ and Γ = Γo(t)+δΓ, and
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deﬁning M , R,x(t ) and u(t ) as follows,
M =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Maa Mav Mapo
∂Map
∂R
∂Map
∂Z
Mva Mvv Mvpo
∂Mvp
∂R
∂Mvp
∂Z
Mpao Mpvo Lpo MpR 0
∂Mpa
∂R
∂Mpv
∂R MRp MRR MRZ
∂Mpa
∂Z
∂Mpv
∂Z 0 MZR MZZ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,R =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Ra 0 0 0 0
0 Rvv 0 0 0
0 0 Rpo RpR 0
RRa RRv RRp RRR 0
RZa RZv 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
x(t )=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
δIa
δIv
δIp
IpoδR
IpoδZ
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,u(t )=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Va
0
0
SR
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(3.18)
where elements of the matrices M and R are deﬁned in the appendix A.1.
The complete dynamic system including the conductors and plasma can be expressed in the
state space form with u as inputs andy as outputs of the system
˙x = Ax+Bu
y =Cx+Du
(3.19)
where the ﬁrst equation is called the state equation with A =−M−1R andB =M−1, respectively.
and the second equation is called the output equation. The only positive eigenvalue of matrix
A is the plasma vertical displacement event growth rate which is a speciﬁc characteristic of the
plasma’s vertical speed of response. For typical discharge shapes of TCV, the vertical growth
rate is about 200 – 300 s−1. y represent a vector of the measurements consisting of the radial
r Ip and vertical zIp estimators of the TCV hybrid controller and the controlled variablesz of
the generalised plasma position and shape controller. C is a matrix relating the measurement
to the states of the system and D is a direct feedthrough matrix denoting the sensitivity of the
measurements to the inputs and are represented as follows
C =
⎛
⎜⎝
Cr Ip
CzIp
Cz
⎞
⎟⎠ ,D = 0 (3.20)
The matricesCr Ip andCzIp converts the states to plasma position estimators of the TCV hybrid
controller and matrix Cz coverts the states into the controlled variables of the generalised
plasma position and shape controller.
The loop for the reconstructed radial, r Ip and vertical, zIp position estimators from the RZIP
plasma model is closed with the position controller from the TCV hybrid controller described
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in section 3.2.4. A stable closed loop step response is shown in ﬁgure 3.8(a) for the vertical
position estimator for the TCV tokamak for a given proportional Kp and differential control
Kd gains in the TCV hybrid controller.
Figure 3.8 – Linearised plasma modelling simulation results for the TCV tokamak. (a) Step
response of the vertical estimator for the TCV hybrid controller and (b) step response of
the ﬁrst controlled variable and its effect on the higher order controlled variables for the
generalised plasma position and shape controller. (c) Step response of the controlled variables
controlling the plasma position and shape.
A stable response with respect to a step reference on the ﬁrst controlled variable of the gener-
alised plasma position and shape controller derived from the RZIP plasma model is shown in
ﬁgure 3.8(b) with only a proportional gain Ksp . For a given plasma current distribution and set
of controller gains, the ratio between the open loop gain for the generalised plasma position
and shape controller and that for the position controller within the TCV hybrid controller from
the simulation is found to be 1.5. Thus, for the given case, the simulation predicts the use of
either a lower differential or a lower proportional gain within generalised plasma position and
shape controller in order to have a comparable response. In general, the modelling predicts
that the differential gain in the TCV hybrid controller or the gains of the new controller are to
be modiﬁed in order to obtain an adequate performance.
The RZIp simulation not only predicts the fact that a simple proportional control on the
ﬁrst controlled variable related to the vertical position of the plasma can provide a suitable
controller performance, but also shows the coupling among the controlled variables in steady
state. For the case of the static generalised plasma model Pg deﬁned in section 3.2.1, since the
compensator design is provided directly by the pseudo-inverse of the generalised plant P+g , a
perfect decoupling is guaranteed among the controlled variables. Figure 3.8(b) shows ﬁnite
steady state offsets in the response of the remaining controlled variables with respect to a step
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reference on the ﬁrst controlled variable. A comparison between the step response on the ﬁrst
two controlled variables (related to the plasma position control) and a higher order controlled
variable (related to the control of the plasma shape) for a ﬁxed proportional Ksp and integral
gain Ksi = 1/τsi is shown in ﬁgure 3.8(c). A slower dynamical response of the higher order
controlled variable in comparison to the ﬁrst two is observed for a ﬁxed proportional and
integral gain on the controlled variables, pointing towards higher gains on the the higher order
controlled variables to improve the tracking performance of the plasma shape.
3.4 Experimental results
Dedicated experiments have been performed to test the generalised plasma position and
shape controller during the TCV campaign in 2016-2017. The analysis of the experimental
results is divided into two main sections, with each section comprising of application of the
controller design on plasma scenarios including ﬁxed as well as time varying plasma position
and shape.
3.4.1 Limiter plasma conﬁguration
Plasma conﬁguration with ﬁxed plasma shape and position
Limiter plasma discharges (54105 and 54111) involving ﬁxed plasma position and shape in
time were chosen to test the controller formalism with the aim of exploring the range of
proportional and integral gain for controlling the plasma position. In the discharge 54105, the
proportional gain of the ﬁrst two controlled variable representing the control of the plasma
position was scanned while setting the integral gain for all controlled variables to 0. Similarly,
in the discharge 54111, the integral gain on the ﬁrst two controlled variables was scanned with
a ﬁxed proportional gain in the controller.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the range of control parameters, i.e. proportional and integral gains,
that provide stability in conjunction with the differential vertical controller of the TCV hybrid
controller. Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) show a median range of consistent proportional (0.55-0.85)
and integral gains (0.02-0.2s) for a given limiter plasma conﬁguration. Insufﬁcient gains are
usually identiﬁed experimentally by loss of control, excessive gains by oscillatory behaviour.
(ﬁgures 3.9(c) and 3.9(d)). Figures 3.9(e) and 3.9(f) show the associated vertical position
reference and measurement for the given discharges.
For validating the feature of the controller design of limiting the controlled variables to the
set that is most easily controlled, while respecting the hardware limits on the poloidal ﬁeld
coil currents, a series of limiter plasma discharges with ﬁxed plasma shape and position were
performed for a given set of controller gains (Ksp = 0.55,τsi = 0.2s), every successive discharge
including a larger set of actively controlled variables z. Figure 3.10 explores the effective
number of active controlled variables that are required to provide a suitable control of plasma
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Figure 3.9 – Investigation of the effect of proportional and integral gains on the performance
of the generalised plasma position and shape controller. (a) Proportional gain scan without
integral gain and (b) integral gain scan with a ﬁxed proportional gain for a limiter plasma
conﬁguration with ﬁxed plasma shape and position. (c) and (d) Time evolution of the norm
of the error on the ﬁrst controlled variable related to the plasma vertical position. (e) and (f)
Reference and the measurement of the vertical position of the plasma magnetic axis obtained
from RTLIUQE. δ and κ represents the reference of the plasma triangularity and elongation
from FBTE.
position and shape while limiting the demand on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents. Figures
3.10(c) and 3.10(d) show the norm of the normalised poloidal ﬁeld coil currents requested by
the controller and the norm of the errors on the full set of controlled variables as functions of
the number of actively controlled variables. These plots demonstrate that controlling a subset
(with high singular values) of variables is sufﬁcient to provide satisfactory shape and position
control, and conversely that there is little to gain in adding control channels that have small
singular values - rather, this increases the danger that coil current limits are violated. Figure
3.11 shows the evolution of the magnitude of the singular values associated with each of the
controlled variables for the limiter plasma discharge. The sharp decrease in the magnitude of
the singular values implies that it is sufﬁcient to control only a smaller subset of the controlled
variables (8 in this case) corresponding to the dominant singular values. Figures 3.10(a) and
3.10(b) show the contour plots of the poloidal ﬂux distribution and the last closed ﬂux surface
(LCFS), with the control points deﬁning the plasma boundary, at time instants before and after
the controller activation for the discharge 51437 with 8 actively controlled variables and ﬁxed
set of controller gains (Ksp = 0.55,τsi = 0.2s). They illustrate the enhancement in the plasma
position and shape in comparison to the TCV hybrid controller for a given set of optimised
control parameters and a ﬁxed number of actively controlled variables.
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Figure 3.10 – Investigation of optimum number of actively controlled variables for plasma
position and shape control for a limiter plasma conﬁguration with a ﬁxed set of controller
gains (Ksp = 0.55,τsi = 0.2s). (a) Poloidal ﬂux map (black lines) ψx and (b) last closed ﬂux
surface (blue line) obtained from RTLIUQE before and after the controller activation with
an optimum number of active controlled variables (8). (c) Norm of the normalised poloidal
ﬁeld coil currents requested by the controller at steady state and (d) norm of the error of
all the controlled variables with time as a function of the actively controlled variables. The
pre-programmed control points are given by the magenta circles. δ and κ represents the
reference of the plasma triangularity and elongation from FBTE.
Plasma conﬁguration with varying plasma shape and position
Two limiter plasma discharges were performed, one containing a scan of the plasma vertical
position, followed by a scan in the plasma elongation (55141) and the other including a scan
from negative to positive plasma triangularity (55144) to test the performance of the time
varying version of the controller design with an optimised number of actively controlled
variables (8) and controller gains (position (Ksp = 0.55 and τsi = 0.1s) and shape control
(Ksp = 0.3 and τsi = 0.01s)).
Figure 3.12 shows the application of the controller to the complex plasma scenario involving
sweeps of plasma position and elongation. The norm of the errors on the active controlled
variables (ﬁgures 3.12(c) are reduced rapidly at the time of the controller activation and are
then kept close to zero, providing a satisfactory tracking of the plasma position (3.12(d))
and shape variables (elongation (ﬁgure 3.12(e)) and triangularity (ﬁgures 3.12(f)). A poor
tracking of the plasma triangularity is obtained after 1.3s, even though the norms of the
errors on actively controlled variables are low. This could be linked to the non-existence of
the controlled variable representing the control of plasma triangularity in the set of actively
controlled variable. Figure 3.13 shows the evolution of the last closed ﬂux surface at various
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Figure 3.11 – Evolution of the magnitude of the singular values with respect to each controlled
variable for the limiter plasma conﬁguration.
time instances during the discharge.
Figure 3.14 shows the application of the controller to a scenario involving a scan of the plasma
triangularity from a negative to a positive value. Upon controller activation, the norm of the
errors on the actively controlled variables is reduced and adequate tracking of not only the
plasma triangularity (ﬁgure 3.14(f)) but also of the plasma vertical position (ﬁgure 3.14(d))
and elongation (ﬁgure 3.14(e)) is obtained. The time evolution of the last closed ﬂux surface
during the discharge is shown in ﬁgure 3.15.
The perturbations observed in the norm (ﬁgures 3.12(c) and 3.14(c)) of the errors on the con-
trolled variables are induced by step changes in the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents resulting from a
change in polarity or from switching of the controller algorithm to control a new equilibrium.
However, the designed controller rejects the disturbances and forces the controlled variables
to track the desired reference.
3.4.2 Divertor plasma conﬁguration
Plasma conﬁguration with ﬁxed plasma shape and position
After successfully testing the controller design for ﬁxed and time varying plasma position and
shape for the limiter plasma conﬁguration, the controller design was extended to divertor
plasma conﬁgurations. Similar to the previously discussed procedure, a divertor discharge
with ﬁxed plasma shape and position was performed (55725). Figure 3.16 shows the successful
application of the controller to a time invariant divertor plasma conﬁguration with an opti-
mised set of controlled variables (8) controlling simultaneously not only the plasma shape and
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Figure 3.12 – Performance of the generalised plasma position and shape controller for limiter
plasma conﬁguration involving a scan of plasma vertical position and elongation with 8
actively controlled variables and ﬁxed controller gains for position (Ksp = 0.55 and τsi = 0.1s)
and shape control (Ksp = 0.3 and τsi = 0.01s). (a) Poloidal ﬂux contourψx (black lines) and (b)
the last closed ﬂux surface (green line) at different time instants of the controller operation
obtained from RTLIUQE. (c) Time evolution of norm of the errors of the actively controlled
variables. Reference and measurement of the plasma vertical position (d), elongation (e) and
triangularity (f) obtained from FBTE and LIUQE. The pre-programmed plasma boundary is
given by control points in magenta circles.
position but also the position of the divertor leg and the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the X-point.
The contour plots before and after the controller activation are shown in ﬁgures 3.16(a) and
3.16(b). Again, the controller activation results in the reduction of the norm of the errors on
the actively controlled variable (ﬁgure 3.16(c)), and excellent and smooth tracking is achieved
as shown by a comparison of the references with the measurements of the plasma position
and shape variables, as shown in ﬁgure 3.16(d) and ﬁgures 3.16(e-f).
Plasma conﬁguration with varying plasma shape and position
A complex divertor plasma discharge to test the time varying version of the algorithm in a
divertor conﬁguration was performed (55147) including sweeps in both the plasma and shape
variables. Figure 3.17 illustrates the universality and ﬂexibility of the controller using a divertor
plasma conﬁguration involving complex and simultaneous changes in the plasma position
and shape during the plasma discharge. Figure 3.17 (c) shows the norm of the errors on the
8 actively controlled variables. The tracking performance of the controller with respect to
the plasma position and shape variables is shown in ﬁgures 3.17(d) and 3.17(e-f). Figure 3.18
shows the evolution of the separatrix at various time instances for the plasma discharge.
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Figure 3.13 – Last closed ﬂux surface (red line) and vertical position Za of the plasma magnetic
axis (blue circle) obtained from RTLIUQE for the plasma discharge 55141, at various time
instances. κ and δ represent the plasma elongation and triangularity obtained from LIUQE.
The pre-programmed plasma boundary is denoted by magenta circles.
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Figure 3.14 – Performance of the generalised plasma position and shape controller for a
limiter plasma conﬁguration involving a scan of the plasma triangularity with 8 actively
controlled variables and ﬁxed controller gains for position (Ksp = 0.55 and τsi = 0.1s) and
shape control (Ksp = 0.3 and τsi = 0.01s). (a) Poloidal ﬂux contour ψx (black lines) and
(b) last closed ﬂux surface (green line) at different time instants of the controller operation,
obtained from RTLIUQE. (c) Time evolution of norm of the errors of the actively controlled
variables. Reference and measurement of the plasma vertical position (d), elongation (e) and
triangularity (f) obtained from FBTE and LIUQE. The pre-programmed plasma boundary is
given by control points in magenta circles.
3.5 Summary and conclusions
A generalised plasma position and shape control algorithm, developed particularly for ad-
vanced plasma conﬁgurations, has been presented in this chapter. A linearised plasma model
(RZIp), re-derived here in its entirety, is used to study the coupling between the TCV hybrid
PID controller and the new generalised plasma position and shape controller. The model is
also used to verify the performance of the control algorithm as well as to optimise the control
parameters for the controlled variables. However, the control parameters (proportional and
integral gains) obtained from RZIp plasma model do not apply to the experiments and manual
tuning of the gains are required. A successful experimental implementation of the control
algorithm has been demonstrated for both ﬁxed and time varying plasma position and shape
for limiter and divertor plasma discharges. The control design exhibits an improved perfor-
mance with respect to the control of the plasma position and shape relative to the legacy TCV
hybrid controller.
The generalised plasma position and shape controller has been successfully tested on various
limiter and divertor plasma discharges involving complex changes in the position as well as
and shape during the discharge. A suitable range of controller gains has been experimentally
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Figure 3.15 – Last closed ﬂux surface (red line) and vertical position Za of the plasma magnetic
axis (blue circle) obtained from RTLIUQE for the plasma discharge 55144, at various time
instances. κ and δ represent the plasma elongation and triangularity obtained from LIUQE.
The pre-programmed plasma boundary is denoted by magenta circles.
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Figure 3.16 – Performance of the generalised plasma position and shape controller for control-
ling a time invariant divertor plasma conﬁguration with optimised actively controlled variables
(8) and controller gains for position (Ksp = 0.55 and τsi = 0.1s) and shape control (Ksp = 0.85
and τsi = 0.05s). (a) Poloidal ﬂux contour ψx (black lines) and (b) last closed ﬂux surface
(green line) at different time instants of the controller operation, obtained from RTLIUQE.
(c) Time evolution of norm of the errors of the actively controlled variables. Reference and
measurement of the plasma vertical position (d), elongation (e) and triangularity (f) obtained
from FBTE and LIUQE. The pre-programmed plasma boundary is given by control points in
magenta circles.
found which provides good control of the plasma position without exciting instabilities,
particularly the vertical instability. The controller can be optimised in an intuitive fashion, by
promoting particular control variables through preferential weighting, while the singular-value
decomposition formalism provides natural criteria for optimising the number of controlled
parameters. Current limits in the poloidal ﬁeld coils are respected by anti-windup techniques.
A smooth behavior in time is ensured by the bumpless formalism.
In spite of considerable success in developing exotic plasma shapes without active control,
future, more advanced developments in TCV, extending beyond the current empirical limits,
are likely to depend on reliable shape control. The work described in this chapter aims to be
the cornerstone of these developments.
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Figure 3.17 – Performance of the generalised plasma position and shape controller for control-
ling time varying divertor plasma conﬁguration with optimised actively controlled variables
(8) and controller gains for position (Ksp = 0.55 and τsi = 0.1s) and shape control (Ksp = 0.3
and τsi = 0.01s). (a) Poloidal ﬂux contour ψx (black lines) and (b) last closed ﬂux surface
(green line) at different time instants of the controller operation, obtained from RTLIUQE.
(c) Time evolution of norm of the errors of the actively controlled variables. Reference and
measurement of the plasma vertical position (d), elongation (e) and triangularity (f) obtained
from FBTE and LIUQE. The pre-programmed plasma boundary is given by control points in
magenta circles.
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Figure 3.18 – Separatrix (red line) and vertical position Za of the plasma magnetic axis (blue
circle) obtained from RTLIUQE for the plasma discharge 55725, at various time instances.
κ and δ represent the plasma elongation and triangularity obtained from LIUQE. The pre-
programmed plasma boundary is denoted by magenta circles.
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4 Real time control of snowﬂake plasma
conﬁguration
This chapter discusses the experimental implementation of the plasma position and shape
controller for the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration on the TCV tokamak. Experimental identi-
ﬁcation for a given set of optimised control parameters to enhance the performance of the
controller is reported. A review with respect to the performance of the controller in com-
parison to the legacy TCV hybrid controller for a snowﬂake plasma discharge is discussed.
A comparison at the level of the magnetic properties for snowﬂake plasma and different
diagnostic data is examined with respect to the different control systems.
4.1 Introduction
The nested magnetic ﬂux surfaces necessary for plasma conﬁnement are obtained in a toka-
mak by the combination of ﬁelds produced by the external conductors and the plasma itself.
The shape of the plasma is deﬁned by the last closed ﬂux surface. This is deﬁned either by
the intersection of the closed magnetic surfaces with a solid surface (limited plasma) or by a
singularity in the magnetic ﬁeld itself. The latter geometry, known as divertor conﬁguration,
has emerged as the eminent solution for managing power and particle exhaust and core
impurity content. At the magnetic X-point, the poloidal ﬁeld vanishes, and the topology allows
energy and particle losses to be channeled primarily into the divertor region that is separated
from the conﬁned plasma region. The downside is the high power ﬂux on the divertor plates,
which can lead to overheating and destructive erosion. This is especially true during edge
localised modes (ELMs) (Prater, 2004; Zohm, 1996; Connor, 1998; Takahashi et al., 2008; Zheng
et al., 2008; Wingen et al., 2010) causing periodic, violent, and potentially highly damaging
ejections of energy and particles onto the divertor surfaces (Eich et al., 2003; Kirk et al., 2006)
which could severly limit the lifetime of the plasma-facing components (PFCs).
In the ITER Q = 10 scenario, the steady-state power that crosses the separatrix and enters
into the scrape-off layer (SOL) is expected to be about 100 MW/m2. The distribution of the
power has to be optimised such that the peak heat ﬂuxes on the plasma facing components
are below the maximum tolerable value of 10 MW/m2. The requirements for power handling
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in ITER can be fulﬁlled provided 60−70 % of the power entering the SOL is exhausted through
radiation in order to spread the power over a larger area (Pitts et al., 2009). Thus, steady-
state power handling in future fusion reactors will only be possible with plasmas operated
with an extremely high radiation fraction (Kotschenreuther et al., 2007; Zohm et al., 2013).
Nevertheless, the heat ﬂux onto the divertor targets is expected to increase signiﬁcantly in
a tokamak DEMO (Neilson et al., 2012). Approaches to cope with the heat ﬂuxes expected
in DEMO include the development of new materials that can withstand greater steady-state
heat ﬂuxes (Rieth et al., 2013), techniques and operating regimes that allow for a higher
value of radiation loss (Kallenbach et al., 2013) and techniques to increase the wetted area
(Ryutov, 2007). Alternative divertor concepts are being considered to control the heat loads on
the divertor targets and are currently under intense investigation. Different solutions have
been proposed to reduce the plasma-wall interaction in the divertor region by acting on the
magnetic ﬁeld topology (Ryutov, 2007; Ryutov et al., 2008; Kukushkin et al., 2005; Petrie et al.,
1997; Valanju et al., 2009) . One of these solutions is the so-called snowﬂake divertor (SF) (Piras
et al., 2009).
Plasma
Divertor coils
(b)
Snowflake (SF)
Plasma
Divertor coil
(a)
Conventional Single Null (SN)
Figure 4.1 – Schematic representations of a (a) conventional single-null and (b) a snowﬂake
divertor.
A conventional single-null (SN) divertor conﬁguration is formed by cancelling the poloidal
magnetic ﬁeld Bθ at the null point, which can be achieved with a dedicated divertor coil as
shown in ﬁgure 4.1(a). In the SF conﬁguration, which requires additional divertor coils, the
gradient of the poloidal ﬁeld at the null-point also vanishes (∇Bθ = 0), 4.1(b), thereby creating
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a second order null-point.
In reality, an ideal SF conﬁguration, ﬁgure 4.2(a), is only a single point in an operational
domain and, in practice, a SF always possesses two neighbouring X-points separated by a
ﬁnite distance. In such a conﬁguration, the primary X-point determines the LCFS while
the secondary X-point can be located either in the private ﬂux region (PFR) of the primary
separatrix, a case referred to as snowﬂake plus (SF+) 4.2 (b) or in the common ﬂux region, a
case referred to as snowﬂake minus (SF-) 4.2 (c). The proximity of any SF conﬁguration to an
exact SF can be characterised by a parameter σ, deﬁned as the distance between the X-points,
dxpt, normalised with the plasma minor radius on the outboard midplane, a.
The different SF conﬁgurations can be characterised by two main parameters, σ and the
angle θ, which is deﬁned as the angle between a line connecting the two X-points and a line
perpendicular to a line connecting the primary X-point and the magnetic axis (ﬁgure 4.3).
As mentioned before, σ deﬁnes the proximity of the divertor conﬁguration to an exact SF,
whereas the θ parameter controls the transition between the SF+ and SF-. The range 60o  θ
120o corresponds to a SF+, while the range deﬁned by θ  120o or θ  60o denotes a SF-
conﬁguration. Due to the location of the secondary X-point with respect to the primary one,
a SF- with θ 120o is referred to as (high ﬁeld side) HFS SF- whereas a SF- with θ 60o is
referred to as (low ﬁeld side) LFS SF-. The SF divertor conﬁguration was ﬁrst demonstrated
experimentally in the TCV tokamak (Piras et al., 2009). The conﬁguration has also now been
obtained in the NSTX spherical torus (Soukhanovskii et al., 2012) and in the DIII-D tokamak
(Soukhanovskii et al., 2015).
(b) SF+ (c) SF- (a) Exact SF 
dxpt
{ {
dxpt
Figure 4.2 – Schematic of different SF conﬁgurations: (a) An exact SF, (b) a snowﬂake plus
and (c) a snowﬂake minus conﬁguration. The blue and red crosses represent the primary and
secondary X-points, respectively, and the black circles represent the plasma magnetic axis and
representative divertor coils.
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Figure 4.3 – Representation of the θ parameter for a snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration.
4.1.1 Geometrical properties of snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration
The small value of Bθ determines several geometric properties of the SF divertor that are
perceived as advantageous with respect to reducing the peak and total heat ﬂux to the wall. The
ﬂux expansion, the wetted area and the connection length are the most relevant geometrical
quantities for a SF divertor.
The ﬂux expansion
The variation of the distance dρ between a ﬂux surface and the separatrix along the SOL is
shown in ﬁgure 4.4. The distance dρ is shown here at three different locations: dρu, at the
outboard midplane (upstream), dρnpt, in the null-point region and dρt, at the target.
The difference in poloidal magnetic ﬂux between two adjacent ﬂux surfaces, dψ, can be
expressed as dψ= |∇ψ| dρ. Using the fact that |∇ψ| =R Bθ, Bθ being the poloidal magnetic
ﬁeld, yields dψ=R Bθ dρ. The ﬂux expansion is deﬁned as the relative change in the distance
dρ between two ﬂux surfaces relative to the distance of a reference location in the SOL. The
distance dρ at the upstream location is taken as the reference since radial fall-off lengths at
the upstream location are largely determined by the core plasma parameters. As an example,
the target ﬂux expansion is given by
fexp,t ≡ dρt
dρu
= Ru Bθ,u
Rt Bθ,t
, (4.1)
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dρt
dρu
dρnpt
upstream
target
null-point region
Figure 4.4 – Schematic drawing showing the distance dρ between two ﬂux surfaces along the
SOL.
where Bθ,u and Bθ,t are the magnitudes of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the upstream (Ru, Zu)
and target (Rt, Zt) locations, respectively.
The wetted area
The exhaust performance of a tokamak device is determined also by the wetted area, Aw. It is
the surface area of the divertor plate that is in contact with the plasma and is usually deﬁned
as an effective area such that PSOL = qt,peak Aw, where PSOL is the power entering the SOL that
arrives at the divertor target and qt,peak is the peak value of the heat ﬂux perpendicular to the
target surface. Neglecting the toroidal asymmetries, such as gaps between divertor tiles, and
assuming an exponential heat ﬂux proﬁle in the SOL with a characteristic length, λSOL, yields
(Umansky et al., 2010)
Aw = 2πRt
tanαt
Bθ,u
Bφ,u
λSOL (4.2)
where Bφ,u and Bθ,u are the magnitudes of the toroidal and poloidal ﬁeld at the upstream
location, Rt is the major radius of the divertor target andα is the grazing angle of the ﬁeld lines
with respect to the target surface.
The connection length
Another key parameter for determining the exhaust capabilities of a divertor is the connection
length, L||. The connection length is deﬁned as the distance, along the magnetic ﬁeld lines,
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between a target and the upstream location (outboard midplane),
L||
(
ρu
)≡
upstream∫
target
ds|| =
upstream∫
target
B
(
ρu, sθ
)
Bθ
(
ρu, sθ
) dsθ. (4.3)
where ds|| is an inﬁnitesimal displacement along the magnetic ﬁeld line with dsθ being its
projection onto the poloidal plane. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic view of the typical trajectories
of ds|| and dsθ.
dsθ
x
x
ds||
Z
X
Y
upstream
target
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.5 – Schematic showing the (a) trajectory along the magnetic ﬁeld lines and (b) its
projection into the poloidal plane.
The SF conﬁguration enhances all the above mentioned geometrical properties. The ﬂux
expansion in the vicinity of a null-point is enhanced manifold, since the distance between
the ﬂux surfaces depends inversely on the magnitude of the poloidal ﬁeld. An enhanced ﬂux
expansion at the target also corresponds to a larger wetted area. A second closely related
property is the divertor volume, which increases approximately with the square of the distance
between the ﬂux surfaces. A larger divertor volume is usually associated with larger radiative
losses and a greater energy transfer to non ﬁeld-directed neutrals.
The SF plasma conﬁguration is a strong candidate for solving the heat ﬂux problem in future
tokamak devices. The conﬁguration not only aims at increasing the losses by radiation and
neutrals but also provides an increase in the wetted area. Thus, an active and precise control of
the magnetic conﬁguration in order to regulate particle and heat ﬂow is of utmost importance.
Furthermore, the control algorithm should facilitate achieving various SF conﬁgurations and
reduction in the peak heat ﬂux without having an adverse effect to the core plasma. A real-time
snowﬂake divertor detection algorithm and controller has been successfuly implemented
in the DIII-D tokamak (Kolemen et al., 2015). The generalised plasma position and shape
controller developed in this thesis work includes the ability to provide control of advanced
plasma conﬁgurations including the SF conﬁguration. The ability of the controller design
to simultaneously control the position, shape, divertor leg and X-points can be extended
to various SF plasma conﬁgurations. The controller has the unique property of limiting the
controlled variables to the set that is most easily controlled, while respecting the hardware
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limits on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents; this property can be utilised in particular to provide
reliable control of SF equilibria with closely spaced X-points (i.e., the ‘exact’ snowﬂake, which
remains largely unexplored).
4.2 Controller optimisation of snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration
Figure 4.6 – References for (a) σ and (b) θ for a snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration obtained from
FBTE. The pre-programmed plasma boundary (magenta circles) and the location of the strike
points (magenta diamonds) and the X-points (magenta crosses) in MGAMS. (c) Poloidal ﬂux
map (blue curves) and separatrix (red curves) and location of the magnetic axis (black cross)
obtained from the free boundary equilibrium code (FBTE) at a given time instance.
The following section aims at optimising various control parameters of the generalised plasma
position and shape controller for the SF plasma conﬁguration. Figure 4.6 shows the formu-
lation of the reference SF plasma conﬁguration scenario to characterise the performance of
the generalised plasma position and shape controller. A scenario consisting of a scan of the σ
parameter for the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration was developed in MGAMS/FBTE (Hofmann,
1988; Hofmann et al., 1995), the suite of software tools used routinely on TCV to determine
the poloidal coil currents and the feedback parameters for a given plasma conﬁguration. The
goal was to reach a virtually exact snowﬂake (σ= 0) at the end of the scan, and then hold this
conﬁguration in steady-state.
The two main parameters for improving the controller performance for the given reference
scenario are as follows,
• Weight matrix,Wt that determines the level of importance of various meaningful plasma
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estimators for a given plasma conﬁguration.
• The number of actively controlled variables,z, that determines the control of the mean-
ingful plasma quantities.
The controller formulation allows for a rough off-line estimation of these parameters. The
individual weighting with respect to each meaningful plasma quantities can be cross checked
by investigating the isoﬂux surfaces generated by the columns of post multiplier matrix Vg .
For e.g., in section 3.2.4, ﬁgure 3.7(a) and (b) shows the isoﬂux surfaces generated by the
ﬁrst two columns of the matrix Vg . Due to high weights on the vertical and radial position
estimators, the ﬁrst two controlled variables corresponds to plasma position control and the
respective coil actuation provides a net radial and vertical magnetic ﬁeld. Similarly, a choice
on the number of actively controlled variables can be deduced by examining the magnitude of
the singular values associated with each of the controlled variables and thus controlling only
the dominant singular values.
In general, the SF plasma conﬁguration requires optimum control of the poloidal ﬁeld at the
two closely spaced X-points. However, adequate control of the plasma position and shape
and of the position of the strike points is also a requirement. The capability of simultaneously
controlling the position, shape, divertor leg and the X-points requires a search for an optimised
set of control parameters that not only supply adequate control of all the above mentioned
plasma quantities but also minimises the requirements on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents. Due
to the inherent design of the controller formalism, this requires a preferential weighting on the
plasma position estimators in order to take over the proportional part of the position control
provided by the hybrid controller of TCV, and to favour it along with the control of the plasma
shape, of the position of the divertor legs and most importantly of the poloidal ﬁeld at the two
X-points so that these parameters appear in the higher order singular values.
4.2.1 Optimisation of the weight matrix
One of the main innovations introduced in the design of the generalised plasma position
and control algorithm is its unique property of preferentially weighting different estimators.
A good choice of weights on a subset of meaningful plasma estimators orients the singular
value decomposition of the plant such that the chosen meaningful plasma estimators project
naturally and diagonally on the output singular value subspace. In particular, the position
control is ensured by the generalised plasma position and shape controller by weighting
the vertical and radial position estimators of the plasma such that the ﬁrst two controlled
variables always correspond to vertical and radial control. The coil actuation corresponding
to the set of these two controlled variables produces net radial and vertical magnetic ﬁelds
on the plasma cross-section, respectively, to control the plasma position. Then, in a scenario
with a given set of actively controlled variables, it is possible to choose a suitable weighting
on the remaining estimators, e.g. the ﬁrst moments of the plasma shape, the positions of
the strike points and the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the X-points, such that the remaining
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controlled variables correspond to the above mentioned plasma quantities. The option of
analysing ofﬂine the isoﬂux surfaces actuated by the coil directions with respect to each
controlled variable provides the opportunity of studying the effect of weighting different
plasma estimators before implementation on a real plasma discharge.
Figure 4.7 – Comparison of controller performance on a SF plasma conﬁguration with (55740)
and without (55823) preferential weighting for controlling the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the
X-points for an equal number of actively controller variables (8). (a) Time evolution of the
norm of the errors on the actively controlled variables; error on the (b) ﬁrst and the (c) second
controlled variable related to the control of the plasma position; time dependence of the
norm of the errors on variables closely related to, respectively (based on an inspection of the
respective ﬁeld maps), (d) plasma shape, (e) divertor leg estimator, (f) radial and (g) vertical
magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points. The controller activation time is denoted by the red line.
In order to study the effect of the weighting on the plasma estimators for the SF plasma conﬁg-
uration, plasma discharges based on the reference formulated in ﬁgure 4.6 were performed.
Figure 4.7 shows the comparison between a plasma discharge with a higher weighting associ-
ated with the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the X-point estimator (55740), deﬁned as the radial and
vertical components of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points, and a plasma discharge
without any preferential weighting on the various plasma estimators (55823). Figure 4.7(a)
shows a reduction in the norms of the error on the active set of controlled variables with the
activation of the controller in both discharges. An adequate performance of the controller with
respect to the control of the position for the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration is observed in
both discharges, ﬁgures 4.7(b) and 4.7(c), showing the reduction in the errors on the position
controlled variables with the activation of the controller. A comparable performance was also
observed between the two discharges with respect to the estimators of the positions of the
four strike points; these are deﬁned as differences between the poloidal ﬂux at the strike point
and at an X-point (the primary one for the primary strike points and the secondary one for
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Figure 4.8 – Comparison of geometrical parameters, poloidal ﬂux map contours (thin blue
lines) and separatrix (thick blue line) for SF plasma discharges obtained from RTLIUQE
(a) with (55740) and (b) without (55823) preferential weighting for controlling the poloidal
magnetic ﬁeld at the X-points at T = 1.29s. The pre-programmed plasma boundary (magenta
circles), the positions of the strike points (magenta diamonds) and the positions of the X-point
(magenta crosses) are given by MGAMS.
the secondary strike points)(ﬁgure 4.7(e)). However, as expected a major difference in the
discharges was associated with the control of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the X-points and
of the plasma boundary position, deﬁned by the difference between the poloidal ﬂux at the
primary X-point and the control points deﬁning the remainder of plasma boundary. Both
the radial and vertical components of the magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points are smaller in
absolute value in discharge 55740, associated with enhanced weighting on these parameters,
than in discharge 55823. (ﬁgures 4.7(f)) and 4.7(g)). Conversely, as also expected, a trade-off at
the level of plasma shape control was observed, ﬁgure 4.7(d) showing a smaller norm on the
shape estimator error for the discharge 55823. Figure 4.8 shows the poloidal ﬂux contours for
the two SF plasma discharges at a given time T = 1.29s. The departure of the separatrix from
the pre-programmed control points of the plasma boundary for the SF discharge 55740 clearly
illustrates a degradation in the control of the plasma shape in comparison to discharge 55823.
On the other hand, a smaller value of σ= 0.13 is obtained in discharge 55740. The disturbance
in the norm of the errors on the actively controlled variables for the discharge 55823 in ﬁgure
4.7(a) is a result of the perturbation in the poloidal ﬂux distribution introduced due to a step
change in one of the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents upon switching polarity.
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Figure 4.9 – Comparison of controller performance on a SF plasma conﬁguration with 8 (55740)
and 4 (55843) actively controlled variables with a ﬁxed weighting for controlling the poloidal
magnetic ﬁeld at the X-points. (a) Time evolution of the norm of the errors on the actively
controlled variables; error on the (b) ﬁrst and the (c) second controlled variable related to the
control of the plasma position; time dependence of the norm of the errors on variables closely
related to, respectively (based on an inspection of the respective ﬁeld maps), (d) plasma shape,
(e) divertor leg estimator, (f) radial and (g) vertical magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points. The
controller activation time is denoted by the red line.
4.2.2 Optimisation of the actively controlled variables
Section 4.2.1 illustrated the existence of a suitable weighting on the plasma estimator providing
a good control on the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points for a SF plasma conﬁguration.
However, the improved performance was at the expense of a degradation in the plasma
shape. In principle, we dispose of additional degrees of freedom to improve the performance
further; namely, with a ﬁxed weighting on the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld control at the X-points,
a larger set of actively controlled variables can be chosen in order to improve the controller
performance, at the expense of a higher demand on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents. A series
of SF discharges were carried out in order to understand the effect of the number of actively
controlled variables on the various plasma estimators and on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents,
with the aim of ﬁnding an optimised variable set for good control of the X-points and plasma
shape within the known limits on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents. The same weighting used for
the X-point control in discharge 55740 (discussed in section 4.2.1) was kept throughout the
scan.
The SF discharge 55829 with a larger set of actively controlled variables (11) resulted in a
disruption after the controller activation. Inclusion of a larger set of controlled variables
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Figure 4.10 – Evolution of the magnitude of the singular values with respect to each controlled
variable for the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration.
resulted in an over-demand on the coil currents and breach of one of the constraints imposed
on the combination of poloidal ﬁeld coil currents to limit mechanical stresses. As a result, the
security system of the TCV tokamak stopped the plasma discharge. Thus, an increase in the set
of the actively controlled variables to improve the simultaneous control of the plasma shape
and poloidal ﬁeld at the two X-points is not possible for the given reference plasma discharge.
A SF plasma discharge (55843) with only 4 actively controlled variables was also performed
for comparison, shown in ﬁgure 4.9 in comparison with the reference discharge 55740 with
8 variables. Figure 4.9(a) shows the reduction in the norm of the controlled variable errors
after the controller activation. Adequate control on the position variables was obtained in
both discharges (ﬁgures 4.9(b) and 4.9(c)). However, ﬁgures 4.9(d) and4.9(e) illustrates a larger
plasma shape and divertor leg errors for discharge 55843. In this discharge the control of the
poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points is also poor (ﬁgures 4.9(e) and 4.9(f)).
Of course, the number of parameters that could be varied is very large: number of controlled
variables, individual weights for each of them, individual proportional and integral gains, etc.
Within the ﬁnite number of discharges that could be explored in the course of the present
study, the optimum is represented by discharge 55740 with 8 controlled variables. Figure
4.10 shows the evolution of the magnitude of the singular values associated with each of the
controlled variables for the SF plasma discharge 55740. The performance of the controller,
in terms relevant to SF physics, is optimal as shown in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.11(a) shows
the reduction in the norm of the actively controlled variables with the controller activation.
Figures 4.11(b) and 4.11(c) show the comparison between the references and measurements
of the σ and θ SF parameters. In general, the tracking of the σ parameter appears satisfactory.
However, at steady state an average σ= 0.2 was obtained as compared to the pre-programmed
reference σ= 0.06 in FBTE. Figure 4.11(c) reveals a rapid variation in the θ parameter after
T = 1.2s, corresponding to multiple transitions between the snowﬂake plus and snowﬂake
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Figure 4.11 – Controller performance on a SF plasma conﬁguration with 8 actively controlled
variables and ﬁxed preferential weighting for controlling the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the
X-points. (a) Time evolution of the norm of the actively controlled variable errors. (b) σ and
(c) θ parameters obtained from FBTE and RTLIUQE. (d) Comparison between the separatrix
obtained from FBTE and RTLIUQE at T = 1.29s. The pre-programmed plasma boundary
(magenta circles), the locations of the two X-points (magenta crosses) and the positions of the
strike points (magenta diamonds) are given by MGAMS.
minus conﬁgurations, a common feature of SF plasma conﬁgurations at low σ (the two
becoming of course degenerate at σ = 0). Figure 4.11(d) shows the difference between the
separatrix obtained from FBTE and from the RTLIUQE reconstruction at a given time instance
T = 1.29s, again revealing adequate control with some departure towards the inner wall of the
vessel.
4.3 Comparison of the controller performance with respect to the
TCV hybrid controller and implications for snowﬂake physics
The aim of this section is to discuss the performance of the new generalised plasma position
and shape controller vs. the TCV hybrid controller for the reference SF plasma conﬁguration
deﬁned in ﬁgure 4.6. For the former we use discharge 55740 with optimised controller setup.
The same reference was then repeated with the TCV hybrid controller emulated on the digital
control system of the TCV tokamak (55463). The difference between the performance of the
two controllers is evaluated with RTLIUQE and various plasma diagnostics present on the TCV
tokamak. We focus in particular on various properties derived from the equilibrium solver
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such as e.g. the geometrical parameters for the SF conﬁguration, σ and θ, and the connection
length L|| in the vicinity of the X-point, as well as edge plasma measurements provided by
Langmuir probes and visible and infrared cameras.
Figure 4.12 – Comparison of the performance of the TCV hybrid controller and the optimised
generalised plasma position and shape controller on a SF plasma conﬁguration. Time evolu-
tion of the geometrical parameters (a) σ and (b) θ; (c) connection length L|| as a function of
the upstream distance of the ﬂux surface from the LCFS at given time T = 1.29s. (d) Difference
between the separatrix obtained for the two plasma discharges from RTLIUQE at T = 1.29s.
On the right-hand side are shown the pre-programmed plasma boundary (magenta circles)
and the locations of the two X-points (magenta crosses) and of the strike points (magenta
diamonds) given by MGAMS.
Figure 4.12 shows a comparison of the equilibrium properties. Figure 4.12(a) shows the pre-
programmed reference and the measurement of the σ parameter for the two discharges. The
performance of the generalised plasma position and shape controller on this score is clearly
better. The rapid transitions in the θ parameter with this controller, seen in ﬁgure 4.12(b), are
primarily a result of the low value of σ reached in this case, as discussed earlier. Figure 4.12(c)
illustrates the difference in the connection length L|| between the two plasma discharges at
a given time T = 1.29s. A longer connection length is observed for the discharge performed
with the generalised plasma position and shape controller, signifying the presence of a lower
poloidal magnetic ﬁeld distribution in the region of the two X-points, consistent with the
proximity to an exact SF conﬁguration. Figure 4.12(d) compares the shapes, and on this
score the two controllers have comparable performance, each departing from the reference
shape slightly at different locations. The shape evolution in time is displayed in ﬁgure 4.13.
It is seen that after the activation of the advanced shape controller at T = 0.8s, the shape
evolves rapidly towards the desired reference, especially in the X-point region thanks to the
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Figure 4.13 – Difference between the separatrix obtained from RTLIUQE for the two plasma
discharges at various time instances during the discharge. The red separatrix denotes dis-
charge 55740, while the black one represents 55463. The pre-programmed plasma boundary,
strike points and X-points are denoted by magenta circles, magenta diamonds and magenta
crosses, respectively.
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preferential weighting. However, the control of the plasma shape deteriorates with time, with
the boundary approaching the inner wall and ultimately coming in contact with it.
Figure 4.14 – Comparison of SF physics parameters between discharges controlled by the
TCV hybrid controller and the optimised generalised plasma position and shape controller,
respectively. (a) Bθ,npt , poloidal ﬁeld and (b) fx,npt , ﬂux expansion, in the vicinity of the null
point, and (c) variation of ρnpt ,minimum distance of the ﬁeld line to the X-point, as functions
of upstream distance of the ﬂux surface from the LCFS.
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison between various other ﬁeld and ﬂux-surface properties
for the plasma discharges performed with different controllers. This conﬁrms that discharge
55740, performed with the generalised plasma position and shape controller, displays all the
favourable properties associated with the SF conﬁguration, including a higher ﬂux expansion,
a lower poloidal magnetic ﬁeld, and a larger divertor volume.
Two main diagnostics, the infrared camera and the Langmuir probes, were used in order to
study the impact of the improved plasma performance provided by the controller design.
The infrared camera provides information on the heat ﬂux proﬁle around the inner strike
points (SP1 and SP2), and the Langmuir probes provides the ion ﬂux at all four strike points
(SPs). Figure 4.15 shows the comparison of the two plasma discharges with respect to the time
evolution of the deposited power and the peak heat ﬂux derived from the infrared diagnostic
and the peak ion ﬂux at all strike points from the Langmuir probes. The deposited power and
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Figure 4.15 – Comparison of diagnostic data in SF conﬁgurations controlled with the TCV
hybrid controller and the optimised generalised plasma position and shape controller, respec-
tively. (a) Reference and measurement of the σ parameter obtained from FBTE and RTLIUQE
for the plasma discharges. (b) Time evolution of the total deposited power and (c) peak value of
heat ﬂux deposited on SP1 and SP2, obtained from the infrared diagnostic. Time dependence
of the peak value of the ion ﬂux at the SP1 and SP2 (d), SP4 (e) and SP3 (f).
the peak heat ﬂux at SP1 and SP2, as well as the ion particle ﬂux, decrease during the scan to
lower σ for the discharge 55740. This is in stark contrast with 55463 performed with the TCV
hybrid controller in which these parameters remain approximately constant for the entire
time range. This is consistent with the modest reduction in σ achieved with this controller.
Indeed, the ﬂux to SP3 and SP4 also remains approximately constant in this case. It is striking
that the ﬂux to all strike points except SP4 decreases sharply with time in discharge 55740. The
truly large decrease towards the end of the discharge may well be related to the diminished
distance of the plasma boundary from the inner wall in the upper part of the plasma, causing
the SOL to shrink and the plasma to become effectively limited at the end of the discharge. The
ﬂux to SP4 would be largely unaffected by this as most of the ﬂux reaching it is generated on
the LFS and remains connected to SP4. However, a signiﬁcant reduction is observed already
between 0.8-1.3s, when the boundary has not yet touched the wall, indicating that there may
be physics effects at play related to the proximity to the exact SF. Increased radiation from the
divertor volume could be hypothesized to be contributing to the reduced ﬂux. Unfortunately
no bolometer measurements were available to conﬁrm this in these discharges.
Figure 4.16(a) compares the heat ﬂux proﬁle obtained for the two plasma discharges at SP1 and
SP2 at a ﬁxed time during the plasma discharge T = 1.29s. In both cases, the heat deposited at
the secondary strike point SP2 is too low to resolve. However, a clear peaked heat ﬂux proﬁle
evolution is observed in both discharges at SP1 (primary strike point). Peaked proﬁles are also
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Figure 4.16 – Comparison of SF discharges controlled by the TCV hybrid controller and the
advanced shape controller, respectively, at ﬁxed time T=1.29 s, with respect to heat ﬂux proﬁle
on SP1 and SP2 obtained from the infrared camera, and ion ﬂux proﬁle on (b) SP1 and SP2, (c)
SP3 and (d) SP4 obtained from the Langmuir probes. The plasma shapes are shown in (d).
seen at SP3 and SP4 in both cases.
Figure 4.17 shows the comparison between equilibrium reconstruction and visible light emis-
sion obtained with an unﬁltered, tangentially viewing camera after the controller activation
(T = 0.8s) for discharges 55463 and 55740. The majority of the emission in the plasma dis-
charges is concentrated in the X-point region and the divertor legs. The emission is primarily
the result of strong carbon radiation from the impurities generated at the graphite ﬁrst wall.
Unfortunately, the camera images between the two discharges cannot be compared since
the exposure times of the camera were different, 2 ms in discharge 55740 and, 33μs in 55463.
Nevertheless, the images obtained from the camera at various time instances during the dis-
charge 55740 shows the presence of a hot spot near the inner wall, resulting in a ﬁnite amount
of radiation. The closeness of the separatrix, together with the concentration of the visible
radiation emission spectrum near the inner wall conﬁrms that at least part of the reduction in
the heat and particle ﬂux during the discharge 55740 is due to the ﬂux fraction deposited on
the upper inner wall.
4.4 Summary and conclusions
The chapter provides an introduction to the problem of power exhaust in a DEMO tokamak
and discusses the potential solutions to ameliorate it. It discusses in detail the application of
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Figure 4.17 – Equilibrium reconstructions and images from the tangential visible CCD camera
for the plasma discharges 55740 and 55463 at various time instances.
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Chapter 4. Real time control of snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration
the generalised plasma position and shape controller on a snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration,
a potential solution to reduce heat loads onto the material surfaces in diverted tokamak
plasmas. The chapters reports on the experimental investigation of the optimised set of control
parameters, primarily the weight matrix Wt concerning the control of poloidal magnetic ﬁeld
at the two nearby X-points and the optimal number of actively controlled variables, associated
with the control of various plasma estimators and requirements on the poloidal ﬁeld coil
currents. It illustrates the improvement in SF plasma conﬁguration with the application of
the generalised plasma position and shape controller by enhancing the various geometrical
properties for e.g., the connection length and ﬂux expansion associated with SF divertors.
The result achieved on the snowﬂake control is only a partial success, partly because of
the limited experimental time available. In particular, better control could conceivably be
obtained on the overall shape even whilst retaining good control of the X-points, through
a further optimisation of the free parameters. It certainly should be possible in particular
to detach the plasma boundary from the wall. This unfortunate occurrence meant that the
physics properties of the near-exact SF could not really be meaningfully studied. It is, however,
highly encouraging that a lowσ could be obtained and steadily maintained. Whether the value
obtained is the ultimate limit for steady-state control or an even lower σ is possible remains
an open question both from the control standpoint and the SF physics standpoint.
It must be stressed that equilibrium reconstruction is not immune to errors and is particularly
difﬁcult for a snowﬂake plasma in the X-point region. Ultimately, our knowledge of the
conﬁguration, and particularly the proximity to the "exact" SF, depends on the accuracy of the
reconstruction. While other diagnostics (e.g., cameras) can provide additional information,
the precision with which a reconstructed image can identify the X-points is also limited, and
typically more limited than the magnetic equilibrium reconstruction itself. Indeed, running
the LIUQE code in different modes and with different input parameters, for the plasmas
studied here, has been shown to give considerably different results, as large as or larger than
those discussed in this chapter between different discharges. The question of what could be
improved or which version of the reconstruction can be trusted most is an open one and is
outside the scope of this thesis. With respect to the work developed here, however, the internal
consistency of the controller performance remains the crucial result - i.e., its ability to match
the desired reference with a given observer, irrespective of its intrinsic accuracy.
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5 Conclusions
Stable operation of tokamak plasmas at high performance requires several plasma control
problems to be handled simultaneously. Moreover, the complex physics which governs the
tokamak plasma evolution must be studied and understood to make correct choices in con-
troller design. This mutual inter-dependence has informed this thesis, using control solutions
as an experimental tool for physics studies, and using physics knowledge for developing new
advanced control solutions. The thesis addresses two main issues: The design and testing
of a generalised plasma position and shape controller and the application of the controller
to improve plasma performance of an advanced plasma conﬁguration, i.e., the snowﬂake
divertor.
5.1 Generalised plasma position and shape controller
The plasma shape in a tokamak plays a particularly important role in the stability of global
MHD modes and in heat and particle transport. Departures of the plasma parameters from the
model values used in the pre-calculation, most notably in the plasma current proﬁle, results in
unwanted shape changes. Active plasma shape control thus becomes necessary when better
accuracy is required. Exploring unconventional shapes and topologies, in view of possible
alternative concepts for a reactor beyond ITER, remains part of the TCV mission. In current
practice only the plasma elongation is controlled in real time, and only in selected scenarios.
Developing a generalised plasma position shape controller for TCV would greatly facilitate
these developments and open the way to studying the physics of these conﬁgurations. The
shaping ﬂexibility of a device such as ITER, by contrast, is extremely limited. Nevertheless, the
controller design remains important there to ensure the accuracy of the boundary for optimal
performance while maintaining the required clearance from the wall for device safety.
The work described in the thesis gives a detailed insight into the design of a generalised plasma
position and shape controller for advanced plasma conﬁgurations on TCV tokamak. The
formulation of the controller was made possible by the powerful and highly modular digital
real time control system, by ﬂexibility of actuators and diagnostics and by the deployment
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of a real time Grad-Shafranov solver with a sub-ms cycle time. The thesis describes the
utilisation of the SVD formalism, to limit the controlled parameters to the set that is most
easily controlled, while respecting the hardware limits on the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents.
The thesis examines the coupling of the TCV hybrid controller with the generalised plasma
position and shape controller with help of a linearised plasma model (RZIp). A comprehensive
veriﬁcation and optimisation of the new controller design based on the RZIp plasma model
is also provided. The study also describes the implementation of the generalised plasma
position and shape controller design with the TCV hybrid controller on the digital control
system of the TCV tokamak. A report on the experimental identiﬁcation and existence of
a suitable range of controller gains, granting good control of the plasma position without
exciting instabilities, particularly the vertical instability, is provided. Successful experimental
implementation of the control algorithm for both ﬁxed and time varying plasma position and
shape for limiter and divertor plasma discharges is reported. In addition, an insight is given
into various salient features of the controller design improving its performance, mainly the
anti-windup formalism and the bumpless formalism.
5.2 Real time control of snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration
In DEMO and in future fusion power plants, the severity of the power handling in the divertor
will substantially increase since the fusion power and corresponding auxiliary heating power
are predicted to be around 3−10 times larger than those in ITER. The snowﬂake is one of
several divertor conﬁgurations that have emerged as alternative options to the conventional
divertor conﬁguration. The conﬁguration not only aims at increasing the losses by radiation
and neturals but also provides an increase in the wetted area. Thus, an active and precise
control of the magnetic conﬁguration in order to regulate particle and heat ﬂow is of utmost
importance.
The thesis discusses the application of the generalised plasma position and shape controller
to the snowﬂake plasma conﬁguration in view of improving its performance in contrast to the
TCV hybrid controller. The study illustrates the experimental identiﬁcation of the optimised
controller parameters to provide an efﬁcient control of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the two
closely spaced X-points. It reports a marked improvement in the performance with respect to
the control of the poloidal magnetic ﬁeld at the two X-points. However, the physics properties
of the near-exact SF could not be meaningfully studied due to the intersection of the plasma
boundary with the wall. Through further optimisation of the free parameters, a better control
of overall shape even whilst retaining good control of the X-points is still likely.
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A RZIp and Sign-bit controller
A.1 RZIP
Deﬁnition for the elements of the M and R matrices,
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+ 2πRoBzo
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(A.1)
A.2 Sign-bit Controller
In order for the poloidal ﬁeld coil to switch the current polarity, it is necessary to send to its
power supply a digital signal, i.e., a sign bit of suitable polarity, magnitude and pulse width.
Sign bits in TCV are pre-calculated in MGAMs (Hofmann and Jardin, 1990) based on the
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feedfoward PF coil current requests and sent as feedfoward traces to the PF coil controllers. As
the currents are based on FBTE calculations, which in turn are based on assumptions about
the current proﬁle - typically assumed to be Ohmic-like - substantial auxiliary heating can
cause a signiﬁcant departure from the predicted currents, in which case the pre-calculated
sign bits may be inaccurate. If a current reaches zero and the relevant sign bit has not been
issued, the coil current languishes at zero and the current evolution is different from the
pre-programmed request. This problem is greatly exacerbated by the generalised plasma
position and shape controller algorithm, which often requests coil currents that are very
different from the pre-programmed ones. The sign-bit issue is an inherent hindrance to true
real-time control, and its resolution was seen as an integral component of the shape controller
development. The new, fully digital, distributed control system (SCD) presents an opportunity
for the development of a sign bit controller based on the real time measurement of the poloidal
ﬁeld coil currents. An algorithm based on the following scheme has been developed in the
Simulink block diagram environment and has been successfully tested experimentally. Two
unique thresholds (Th1 and Th2, Th1 > Th2 ) for the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents are deﬁned.
Upon the crossing of the ﬁrst threshold by the absolute value of a given poloidal ﬁeld coil
current, a sign-bit of opposite polarity is generated. When the poloidal ﬁeld coil current
crosses the second threshold (lower than the ﬁrst one), a sign-bit of the same polarity as the
previous sign-bit is generated. Further, when the poloidal ﬁeld coil currents stays under the
second threshold, alternating sign-bits separated by a predeﬁned time interval are generated
until the poloidal ﬁeld coil current switches polarity.
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